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CLASSIFICATION OF ATOMIC 
FACIALLY SYMMETRIC SPACES 

YAAKOV FRIEDMAN AND BERNARD RUSSO 

ABSTRACT. A Banach space satisfying some physically significant geometric prop
erties is shown to be the predual of a JBW*-triple. If one considers the unit ball of 
this Banach space as the state space of a physical system, the result shows that the set 
of observables is equipped with a natural ternary algebraic structure. This provides a 
spectral theory and other tools for studying the quantum mechanical measuring process. 

Facially symmetric spaces were introduced in [ 12] and studied in [ 15]. In this paper we 
obtain the complete structure of atomic facially symmetric spaces. We have thus solved 
the problem posed in [12] by showing that atomic neutral strongly facially symmetric 
spaces are preduals of atomic JBW*-triples. We show, more precisely, that an irreducible 
neutral strongly facially symmetric space is linearly isometric to the predual of one of 
the Cartan factors of types 1 to 6, provided that it satisfies some natural and physically 
significant axioms, four in number, which are known to hold in the preduals of all JB W*-
triples. As was done in [4] to study the state spaces of Jordan algebras, we shall refer to 
our axioms as the pure state properties, abbreviated PSP. Since we can regard the entire 
unit ball of a facially symmetric space as the "state space" of a physical system, cf. [12, 
Introduction], we have given a geometric characterization of such state spaces. 

The project of classifying facially symmetric spaces was started in [16], where, using 
two of the PSP's, denoted by STP and FE, geometric characterizations of complex 
Hilbert spaces and complex spin factors were given. The former is precisely a rank 1 
JBW*-triple and a special case of a Cartan factor of type 1, and the latter is the Cartan 
factor of type 4 and a special case of a JBW*-triple of rank 2. For a description of all of 
the Cartan factors, see [8, pp. 292-3]. 

In §1 we recall some basic facts about facially symmetric spaces and prove a few 
general results which are needed later. In order to find a geometric characterization of 
the Cartan factor of type 3, it was necessary to add the third PSP, denoted by ERP. With 
only this additional axiom, we are able to characterize the Cartan factor of type 3 among 
atomic facially symmetric spaces. This property is introduced and studied in § 1 and used 
in §2 to develop some important properties of the geometric Peirce 1-space of a minimal 
geometric tripotent. Of special importance is a dichotomy property called the "two case 
lemma". We give a detailed description of each of the cases occuring in the dichotomy 
property and use them to prove some hereditary properties of the 1-space. 
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After proving the characterization theorem for the Cartan factor of type 3 in §3, in 
§4 we provide some tools for obtaining geometric characterizations of the remaining 
Cartan factors, i.e., those of types 1, 2, 5, and 6. We introduce the fourth axiom JP and 
use it to obtain further properties of the geometric Peirce 1-space of a minimal geometric 
tripotent. The classification scheme developed in §4 is very similar in spirit to the one 
in [8], being based in part on a reduction to previous cases by using the properties of 
the geometric Peirce 1-space prepared in §2. Indeed, the main technical result of §4 is 
the fact that the pure state properties STP and ERP are inherited by the geometric Peirce 
1-space of a minimal geometric tripotent (Corollary 4.12). The difficulty in the proof of 
this fact arises from the non-neutrality of the geometric Peirce 1-projection. The fact that 
this space is atomic and satisfies FE is less troublesome and is proved in §2. 

Also in this section, we define the basic building blocks for facially symmetric spaces, 
namely the geometric quadrangles, which are used in the characterizations of the Cartan 
factors of types 1, 2, 5, 6. A helpful feature of the classification from this point on is 
that we deal only with so-called ortho-colinear (geometric) grids. Thus the technically 
difficult case of a governing geometric tripotent which occurs in §3 is not present in the 
rest of the classification. We introduce an invariant of a facially symmetric space which 
we call the spin degree and show that this invariant is either infinite, or one of the integers 
3, 4, 6, 8, 10. 

In §5 (resp.§6) we show that if Z is a neutral SFS space of spin degree 4 (resp. spin 
degree 6) which satisfies the four PSP's, then Z has an L-summand which is linearly 
isometric to the predual of a Cartan factor of type 1 (resp. type 2). In §7 we show that 
if Z is a neutral SFS space of spin degree 8 (resp. spin degree 10), which satisfies the 
above axioms, then Z has an L-summand which is linearly isometric to the predual of 
a Cartan factor of type 5 (resp. type 6). Finally, in §8 our main result is stated and we 
indicate how its proof follows simply from results in the earlier sections. We also include 
a discussion of which of the PSP's we believe are essential and we discuss some areas 
for further investigation. 

The complex and real fields are denoted by C and R respectively. The unit circle is 
denoted by T. We use 5Rz for the real part of the complex number z. 

1. Preliminaries: extreme rays property. In this section we shall recall some 
basic facts and notation about facially symmetric spaces from [15] and prove one new 
result which supplements those in [15]. We then introduce the axiom ERP and use it 
to establish an important property concerning the least upper bound of two minimal 
geometric tripotents. 

Let Z be a complex normed space. Elements/, g G Z are orthogonal, notation/og, if 
||/+g|| = ||/—g\\ = 11/11+ ||g||. A norm exposed face of the unit ball Z\ ofZ is a non-empty 
set (necessarily ^ Z\) of the form Fx = {f G Z\ : f(x) = 1 } , where x G Z*, ||JC|| = 1. 
Recall that a. face G of a convex set K is a non-empty convex subset of K such that if 
g G G and ft, k G K satisfy g = Aft + (1 - A)* for some A G (0,1), then ft, & G G. An 
element u G Z* is called a projective unit if || u\\ = 1 and (w, F%) - 0. Here, for any subset 
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S, S° denotes the set of all elements orthogonal to each element of S. 7 and U denote the 
collections of norm exposed faces of Z\ and projective units in Z*, respectively. 

Motivated by measuring processes in quantum mechanics, we define a symmetric face 
to be a norm exposed face F in Z\ with the following property: there is a linear isometry 
SF of Z onto Z, with SF = I (we call such maps symmetries), such that the fixed point 
set of SF is (spF) © F° (topological direct sum). A complex normed space Z is said to 
be weakly facially symmetric (WFS) if every norm exposed face in Z\ is symmetric. 
For each symmetric face F we define contractive projections Pk(F), k = 0,1, 2 on Z as 
follows. First P\(F) = (I — SF)/2 is the projection on the —1 eigenspace of SF- Next 
we define P2(F) and Po(F) as the projections of Z onto spF and F° respectively, so that 
P2{F)+PQ{F) = (7+5f)/2. These projections were called generalized Peirce projections 
in [12] and [15]. A generalized tripotent is a projective unit u G 11 with the property that 
F := Fu is a symmetric face and SFu = u for some choice of symmetry SF corresponding 
to F. In [16] and this paper we call such u geometric tripotents, and the projections 
Pic(Fu) will be called geometric Peirce projections. 

Ç? and S7 denote the collections of geometric tripotents and symmetric faces respec
tively, and the map ^T 3 u i—• Fu G S7 is a bijection [15, Proposition 1.6]. For each 
geometric tripotent u in the dual of a WFS space Z, we shall denote the geometric Peirce 
projections by Pk(u) = Pk(Fu), k = 0,1, 2. Also we let U := Z*, Z (̂w) = Zk(Fu) := Pk(u)Z 
and £4(w) = Uk(Fu) := Pk(uy(U), so that we have the geometric Peirce decompositions 
Z = Zi(u) + Zi(w) + Zo(w) and £/ = £/2(w) + U\(u) + £/o(w). A symmetry corresponding 
to the symmetric face Fu will sometimes be denoted by Su. Elements a and b of U are 
orthogonal if one of them belongs to ^(w) and the other to Uo(u) for some geometric 
tripotent u. Two geometric tripotents u and v are said to be compatible if their associated 
geometric Peirce projections commute, i.e., [^(w),Py(v)] = 0 for /:, j G {0,1, 2}. For 
each G G jF, VG denotes the unique geometric tripotent with FVG = G. 

A contractive projection Q on a normed space X is said to be neutral if for each 
£ G X, || <2£|| = ||Cll implies g£ = £. A normed space Z is neutral if for every symmetric 
face F, the projection Pi^F) corresponding to some choice of symmetry SF, is neutral. 

The following proposition is a consequence of neutrality and the uniqueness of Hahn-
Banach extensions from certain geometric Peirce subspaces. 

PROPOSITION 1.1. If T is a linear isometry of a neutral WFS space Z onto Z, then for 
each projective unit u, 

TSUT~ = SF*-\U. 

Also T(Zk(u)) = Zk(r~lu)fork = 0, 1, 2 and 

(i) (T-lys*ur = s*r^u. 

PROOF. Let u' := T*~lu. From [12, Lemma 2.4], u' is a projective unit and TFU = Fu>. 

Therefore T(Z2(u)) = T(spFJ = spT(Fu) = Z2(u'). Obviously, F*u D (spFw)°. By [15, 

Proposition 1.1], F°u C (spFuT, and thus ZQ(U) = Z2(uf. Hence T(Zo(uj) = (rZ2(w))° = 
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(Z2O/)) = Zo(w'), and thus for k = 0 and 2, TPk(u)T~l is a contractive projection with 
range Zk(u'). 

For £ = 0 or 2, the projections /? := TPk(u)T~x and <2 •= Pk(u') have the same range 
and are both neutral. In order to apply [15, Lemma 2.2] to conclude R = g, we must 
show that R*(U) = £>*(£/). Since Tv G = vr-iG, and T{Zk(u)) = Zk(u'), we have, by 
[15, Theorem 2.3], £*(£/) = sp^jv// : H C Z*(w')} = SJ5W*{VG : T~lG C Z*(M)}. Thus 
r(?{U) = spw*{T*vG : T^G C Zk(u)} = s^{vH : H C Z^n)} = tf*(i<) = Pk(uY(U). 
Hence Q*(10 = T*-xPk(U)*(U) = r-xPk(ufr(U) = R*(U). 

We now have, from [15, Lemma 2.2], that TPk(u)T~x = Pk(u') for k = 0 and 2, 
and since P2(w') + P\(u') + PoO') = /, we have TPi(u)T-x = P\(u'). Finally, Su> = 
P2(u') - Pi(uf)+P0(u

f) = TSuT~l, which implies (1). • 

If F is a closed subspace of a normed space Z, the collections of norm exposed 
faces and symmetric faces in Y\, will be denoted by 7Y and S7Y respectively. Similarly 
for lly, ÇTy. Recall that if F is a closed subspace of a normed space Z, and if K is a 
norm exposed face of the unit ball of F, then K - Fx C\ Y for some x G Z*. Moreover, 
by [15, Theorem 3.6], if Z is neutral and WFS and if K is a symmetric face, then the 
geometric Peirce projections associated with K are the restrictions of the geometric Peirce 
projections associated with Fx (cf. [15, Theorem 3.6]). We also have ÇTzk(u) = Q^^Uk(u) 
(cf. [16, Proposition 2.1]). 

A WFS space Z is strongly facially symmetric (SFS) if for every norm exposed face 
F in Z\ and every y G Z* with \\y\\ = 1 and F C Fy, we have S*Fy = y, where Sp denotes a 
symmetry associated with F. Let Z be a strongly facially symmetric space and suppose 
that «,vG Q^z- K Fu C FV9 we write u < v (See [15, Definition 2, Lemma 4.2]). 

The principal examples of neutral strongly facially symmetric spaces are preduals 
of JBW*-triples, in particular, the preduals of von Neumann algebras, cf. [14]. In these 
cases, as shown in [14], geometric tripotents correspond to tripotents in a JBW*-triple 
and partial isometries in a von Neumann algebra. 

In a neutral strongly facially symmetric space Z, every non-zero element has a polar 
decomposition [15, Theorem 4.3]: for 0 ^f G Z there exists a unique geometric tripotent 
v = vif) with/(v) = |[/|| and (v, {f}*) = 0. 

The following lemma will be needed in §4 and in §8. It holds more generally, with the 
same proof, for the intersection of the geometric Peirce spaces of any family of mutually 
compatible geometric tripotents (cf. Proposition 4.11 below). 

LEMMA 1.2. Let {va} be a family of geometric tripotents in a neutral SFS space Z 
satisfying va G U\(vp)for all a ^ (3. Then n aZi(v a) is a neutral SFS space. 

PROOF. Since the infinite product of commuting contractive projections is a con
tractive projection with range the intersection of the ranges of the family, the subspace 
F := f|a Z\(va) is the range of a contractive projection Q. 

Let K be a norm exposed face in the unit ball Y\ of F, and write K = Fx n F for some 
x G fia Ui(ya) (= Q*(U)) with ||JC|| = 1. By [15, Theorem 2.5], the geometric tripotent 
w with Fw = Fx belongs to f]a U\(va) and therefore, by [15, Theorem 3.3], as in the 
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proof of [15, Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 4.1], Q commutes with the symmetry SFx. It 
follows that F is a neutral SFS space. • 

The following property is needed in the characterization of Cartan factors of type 3, 
which will be proved in §3. We use the notation ext K for the set of extreme points of the 
convex set K. 

DEFINITION 1.3. A neutral SFS space Z is said to satisfy the "extreme rays property" 
(ERP) if for every u G ÇT and every/ G ext Z\, it follows that P2(u)f is a scalar multiple 
of some element in extZi. We also say that P2(u) preserves extreme rays. 

REMARK 1.4. It follows exactly as in [15, Lemma 2.1] that if Piiu) preserves extreme 
rays for every geometric tripotent w, then so does Po(u). Indeed, if / G extZi, and 
g := PoW, then v(g) G U0(u\ and by [15, Corollary 3.4(a)], P0(u)f = P2 (v(g))P0(u)f = 
P2 (v(g))f is a multiple of an extreme point. 

If Zis the predual of a JBW*-triple, then it is known ([11, Proposition 7]) that Zsatisfies 
ERP. Moreover, for each tripotent w, and k = 0 or 2, Pk(uY maps a minimal tripotent to a 
multiple of a minimal tripotent [11, Proposition 6]. The following proposition establishes 
this property in atomic facially symmetric spaces, and will be used in Proposition 3.7. 

Recall that f\f denotes the collection of all minimal geometric tripotents in U, i.e., 
M = {v G ÇT : Zi{v) is one dimensional}, and that the conjugage linear mapping ix 
and the symmetric sesquilinear form (• | •) are defined in [16, Proposition 2.9]. Also, for 
definitions of the PSP's STP and PE and the property "atomic", see [16, Definitions 2.5, 
2.6, 2.8]. 

PROPOSITION 1.5. In an atomic neutral SFS space Z satisfying PE, STP and ERP, for 
each geometric tripotent u G ÇT, and for k = 0 or 2, Pk(u)* maps a minimal geometric 
tripotent to a multiple of a minimal geometric tripotent. 

PROOF. We show first that for every pair of extreme points/, g of Z\, 

(2) (Pk(u)f, v(g)} = {Pk(u)g, vif)). 

To prove (2), we first show that 

(3) 7TPk(u) = Pk(uf7rPk(u). 

By atomicity, it suffices to check (3) on an extreme point/ of Z\. By ERP, Pk(u)f = Xh 
for some À G C and extreme point h. Since TT{H) = v(h) G Uk(u), we have 7rPk(u)f = 
XvQi) = Pk(uT(\h) = Pk(uT7rPk(u)f, proving (3). 

We can now prove (2): 

( W , v(g)) = (Pk(u)f I g) = (g^Pk(u)f) = (Pk(u)g,irPk(u)f) 

= (Pk(u)f, 7TPk(u)g) = ( / , 7TPk(u)g) = (Pk(u)g,7T(f)). 
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We shall show that (2) implies that for every extreme point g and every v G M 

(4) (PkW*v,g) = (*Pk(u)n-\v),g). 

Then, since Z is atomic, we will have i\(w)*v = 7tPk(u)ir~l(v) and by ERP and [16, 
Proposition 2.9], Pjt(w)*v will be a scalar multiple of an element of M. 

To prove (4), note first that its left side is equal to (v, Pk(u)g), whereas its right side, 
withPk(u)Tx-\v) = \k(\EC,ke extZO equals (by STP and (2)) 

A(7T(t), g) = (\k,v(g)) = (Pk(u)irKv),v(g)) = (PkWg, v). 

REMARK 1.6. The preceding proposition implies that the geometric Peirce projections 
Pk(u) (k = 0,1,2) are self-adjoint operators with respect to the symmetric sesquilinear 
form defined in [16, Proposition 2.9]. 

Recall ([15, Proposition 4.5]) that for a fixed geometric tripotent w, the collection of 
all geometric tripotents u which satisfy u <w, i.e., Fu C Fw, is a complete orthomodular 
lattice. 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let Z be a neutral SFS space satisfying PE and ERP. Let f and 
g be distinct elements ofextZ\ which belong to the same norm exposed face (so that 
v{f) V v(g) exists). With v = v(f), we have 

v V v(g) = v + v 

for some minimal geometric tripotent v orthogonal to v. In other words, the smallest norm 
exposed face containing f and g is of rank 2, i.e., of the form Fv+v, with v, v orthogonal 
minimal geometric tripotents (cf [16, Definition 3.1]). 

This should be compared with [1, Theorem 12.1 and Property %}. 

PROOF. If/ o g, then we may take v = v(g). Now assume that/ and g belong to the 
norm exposed face Fw and are not orthogonal. 

We first show that Po(v)g 4 0- Otherwise, if Po(v)g = 0, then since w — v G Uo(v), 

1 = g(w) = g(v) + g(w -v) = g(v), 

which implies that g G Fv, i.e. f = g, a contradiction. Thus Po(v)g ^ 0. 

Set/ := ||Po(v)g||_1A)(v)g, s o t n a t ^ : = v(f) £ ^o(v) and/ is an extreme point of Z\ 
by Remark 1.4. 

By [15, Theorem 4.3(d)], the contractiveness of P^ + Po = (7 + 5v)/2, and the formula 
Pi(w - v) = P2(w - v)Po(v) ([15, Corollary 3.4]), we have 

l=^(w) = g(v + ( w - v ) ) =g(v)+g(w-v) = ||P2(v)g|| + ||P2(w-v)g|| 

< ||P2(v)g|| + ||P0(v)g|| = |(P2(v) +/ ,o(v))g| < 1. 
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Since 1 = (f,v) = \\Po(y)g\\-l(P0(v)g,v), we have (g,v) = \\P0(y)g\\ and hence 
g(v + v) = ||P2(v)g|| + ||^o(v)g|| = 1 so that g G / w 

Now let u := v(g). We shall show that u V v = v + v. Since g G Fv+v, w < v + v 
and therefore u V v < v + v. Suppose now that u < s and v < s for some geometric 
tripotent s < w. We must show that v + v < s. Since g G Fs and Fv C ^ , by strong facial 
symmetry, S^s = s and (Svg, s) = (g, s) = 1, /.e., Svg G F*. Now 

up ( x M ^ ( v ) g x | | „ M „ Po(v)g I + Sv 

l l f t ( v t e l l i i f t ô e + l " 0 ( % l l i w i = ~ * G F-
By definition of face,/ = ||Po(v)g||_1^o(y)g ^ ^ so that v < s. Since/ G FS1 v < s and 
therefore v + v < s. m 

2. Properties of the geometric Peirce 1-space of a minimal geometric tripotent. 
In this section we introduce the fundamental geometric relations (other than orthogo
nality) between geometric tripotents, namely colinearity and governing, and show that 
any geometric tripotent in the geometric Peirce 1-space of a minimal geometric tripotent 
must satisfy one of these relations. These relations among tripotents in Jordan triple sys
tems are standard tools in the algebraic theory, cf. [20], [19], [8]. Additional information 
about the facial structure is obtained in each case, and for the geometric Peirce 1-space 
in general. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let Z be a WFS space, and let u and v be geometric tripotents. We 
say that u governs v, if u G U\(y) and v G Ui>(u), notation u h v. We say that u and v are 
colinear if u G U\(v) and v G U\(u), notation uTv. 

PROPOSITION 2.2 (Two CASE LEMMA). Let Z be a neutral WFS space, let v be a 
minimal geometric tripotent and let ube a geometric tripotent which lies in U\ (v). Then 
either v G Ujiu) orv G U\(u), i.e. either u governs v, or u and v are colinear. 

PROOF. By [15, Theorem 3.3], u and v are compatible. Hence, fory G {0,1,2}, 

PjiuTv = Pj(u)*P2(v)*v = P2(vyPj(u)*v = Xjv 

with Xj = 0 or 1 since Pj(u) is a projection. If Ao were 1, we would have u o v. Hence 
Ao = 0. Since 0 = P2(w)*Pi(w)*v = A1A2V, exactly one of Ai or A2 is zero. If Ai = 0, then 
v G U2(u). If A2 = 0, then v G U{(u). m 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let Z be a neutral WFS space and let v be a minimal geometric 
tripotent. If u,û are orthogonal geometric tripotents in U\ (v), then u and u are each 
colinear with v. 

PROOF. By the proposition, either u governs or is colinear with v. In the first case, by 
[15, Corollary 3.4], U\(y) n U0(u) = {0}. But û G U\(y) D U0(u)9 a contradiction so that 
uTv. By symmetry, û is also colinear with v. • 

We consider now the colinear case of Proposition 2.2. The conclusion Fu C Z\(v) of 
the following proposition implies that Sv = —I on Fu. Note that, for arbitrary geometric 
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tripotents u and v, by [15, Theorem 2.5], u G U\(v) implies only that SV(FU) = —Fu 

setwise. For the definition of FE, see [16, Definition 3.3]. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space which satisfies the properties 
FE and ERR Let u and v be geometric tripotents with u G U\ (v), and suppose that 
Z2(u) Pi Z2(v) = {0}. Then Fu C Zi(v), and hence P2(u)P\(v) = P2(u). The same 
conclusion holds (with the same proof) if Z2(u) Pi Zo(v) = {0}. In particular, if v is 
minimal in U, ifuTv, and ifu is minimal in U\(y), then u is minimal in U. 

PROOF. Assume that Fu <jt Z\(v). Since Fu is the closed convex hull of its extreme 
points ([16, Proposition 3.4]), there is an extreme point p of Fu such that p <£ Z\(v). 
Then, since by [15, Theorem 2.5], SVFU = —Fu, a := — Svp G Fu and since p <£ Z\(v), 
a ^ p. By Proposition 1.7, Fv(P)vV(<7) is a rank 2 face. Moreover, with u' := v(p) V v(a), 

Pi(v)p + Po(v)p = (/ + Sv)p/2 = (p-a)/2e Z2(u'). 

By compatibility of u and v, P2(v)p G Z2(u) so that P2(y)p = 0 and Po(v)p is a non-zero 
member of Z2O). By Remark 1.4, Po(v)p = pf, for some p > 0 and some extreme point 
fofZ\. Note that/ G ext(spR FM/)i and so by the Jordan decomposition for rank 2 faces 
([16, Remark 3.13]) J V ) = ±l,and(P0(v)p, u1) = pf(u') = ±p = (p(uf)-a(uf)) / 2 = 0, 
contradicting p > 0. 

WithFM C Zi (v) proved, we have Z2(u) C Zx(y) and P2(u)P{(v) = Pl(v)P2(u) = P2(u). 
Finally, if v is minimal in U, and «Tv, then v ^ f/2(w) so ^ (v) n U2(u) = spc{v} Pi 

f/2(w) = {0}. By the first statement, P2(u)P\{v) = P2{u) which implies that U2(u) = 
U2(u) H t/i(v) is one dimensional since it equals £/2(w,Zi(v)), the geometric Peirce 
2-space of u considered as a geometric tripotent of Zi(v). • 

We next consider the governing case in Proposition 2.2. Unlike Proposition 2.4, we 
must assume that v is minimal. 

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space which satisfies FE and ERP. 
Let v be a minimal geometric tripotent and let ube a geometric tripotent which governs 
v. Then Fu is a rank 2 face. 

PROOF. Choose an extreme point (f G Fu such that (<p,v) ^ 0. The element </? 
exists by [16, Proposition 3.4]), since v G U2(u) and U2(u) is the Banach space dual of 
Z2(u) = spcFM. With Sv the symmetry determined by v, since u G U\(v)9 

(Sv(<p),u) = {(f,S*vu) = -l 

so that 1/; := —Sv(<p) G extFM. Let uf := v((p) V v(V0 so that u' < u and (p, ijj G Z2(u'). 
We shall show that u' = w, which completes the proof by Proposition 1.7. 

Since v is minimal, with v = v(f) for some extreme point/, 

(<p,v)f + Po(f)<p = (Pi(f) + Po(f))v = (/ + Sv)^/2 = (p- $)jl G Z2(u\ 
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so by [15, Remark3.2],/ G Zi(u'). Therefore vo(u — u'), so that 5* fixes u — u'. Fromw = 
u'+(u — u') wehaveP2(w — u')u = u — u'. On the other hand, —u = 5*w = S*u'+S*(u — u'), 
S*uf G Uo(u — u') and 5*(w — uf) = u — u'. Therefore, Pi(u — u')(—u) -u — u' and hence 
u = u'. m 

The following definition is made for convenience of exposition. Let Mi(C) (resp. 
52(C)) denote the JBW*-triple of all 2 by 2 complex matrices (resp. symmetric complex 
matrices). 

DEFINITION 2.6. We say that spc{v, w, v} is canonically isomorphic to 52(C) if 
(i) v and v are orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents; 

(ii) u is a geometric tripotent governing each of v and v; 
(iii) the correspondence V H £ H , M H ^ ^ ^ + ^ I , V I—* £22, where 

"1 0 
0 0 7 £12 •= 

"0 1 
0 0 , En := 

"0 0 
1 0 , En •= 

"0 0" 
0 1 

extends linearly to an isometry of spc{v, w, v} onto 52(C); 
(iv) (v + u + v)/2 is a minimal geometric tripotent of U. 

Similarly, we say that spc{wi, «1, ^2, ùi\ is canonically isomorphic to M2(C) if the 
correspondence 

"1 0 
0 0 , Ui f—»> 

"0 1 
0 0 , U\ 1—> 

"00 
0 1 , Ul I — > 

"0 0" 
1 0 

extends linearly to an isometry of spc{«i, «2, «i, ui} onto Af2(C) in such a way that 
(wi+W2+wi+W2)/2isa minimal geometric tripotent of U. 

If we apply the main result of [16] to a complex space Zi(u), with u as in Propo
sition 2.5, we obtain the following corollary, whose proof uses some facts from [8] 
concerning spin factors. The last assertion in Corollary 2.7 will be needed in the proof 
of Lemma 4.15. 

COROLLARY 2.7. Let Zbe a complex atomic neutral SFS space satisfying FE, STP, 
and ERP. Let vbe a minimal geometric tripotent and let ubea geometric tripotent which 
governs v. Then Ui(u) is isometric to a complex spin factor and there exists a minimal 
geometric tripotent v G Ui(u) Pi Uo(v) governed by u such that Ui(u) = Ui(v + v). 
Moreover, v is uniquely determined by the property that spc{v, u, v} is canonically 
isomorphic to Si(C). Furthermore, if u = u\ + ïi\ is the sum of two orthogonal minimal 
geometric tripotents of U lying in U\(v), then v can be chosen in such a way that 
spc{v, Mi, v, u\} is canonically isomorphic to M2(C). 

PROOF. By neutrality of Pi(u), the properties atomic, FE, and STP are valid for Zi(u), 
which is of type h by the proposition and a neutral SFS space (by [15, Theorem 3.6 
and Proposition 4.1]). Thus by [16, Theorem 4.16], Ui(u) is isometric to a complex spin 
factor. 
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In a spin factor, every minimal tripotent has a one dimensional Peirce 0-space of rank 1, 
so the existence of a minimal v' orthogonal to v with U2(u) C U2(v + v') follows. On the 
other hand, since v + v' € U2(u), we have by [15, Theorem 2.3] that U2(y + v') C l/2(u). 
Identifying U2(u) with a spin factor, by the joint Peirce decomposition in a JBW*-triple 
cf. [8, Lemma 2.4], we have u e U2(v + v') = U2(v) + U2(v') + Ui(v) n C/iCv7) which 
implies, since M G £/i(v), that u G £/i(v'), i.e., w h v'. 

Consider the Peirce 1-space V := t/i (v, U2(u)) = £/i(v) Pi £/2(w) of v in the spin factor 
U2(u). From the properties of spin factors and spin grids developed in [8] (cf. Proposi
tion 2.1 and Classification Scheme, Cases 2 and 3, page 305), we have the following. 
The (geometric) tripotent u is minimal in V if and only if U2(u) = sp{v, w, v'} = S2(C). 
Otherwise, there exist orthogonal geometric tripotents wi,wi in V such that either 
U2(u) - sp{v, wi, wi, v'} = M2(C) or V is a spin factor of dimension at least 3. In 

1/2 1/2 
1/2 1/2 

in 52(C), is minimal in U2(u), and by neutrality, w is minimal in U. In the second case, 
we define, as in the proof of [8, Proposition, p. 312], v' := — 2{u\vu\}, to obtain an odd 
quadrangle (v, wi, v', u\). Then, by the proof of [8, Proposition, p. 312], there is a spin 
grid for U2(u) containing {v, wi, v7, u\] (cf. [8, Corollary, p. 313]). With respect to this 
spin grid, the element 

v — v' + u v — v' + u\+û\ 
w = ^ = ^ 

2 2 
has determinant zero, so is minimal in U2(u) ([8, Proposition 3.3]). By neutrality, w is 
minimal in U. Thus, v := — v' does the job in this case. The existence of v is now proved 
in all cases. 

If v" satisfies the same properties as does v, then v" = Av for some À G C since 
1/2 1/2" 

the first case choose v to be {uvu}. Then w := (w+v+v)/2, corresponding to 

UQ(V) n U2(u) is one-dimensional. It follows that 
[1/2 A/2 J 

has determinant 0 in 

S2(C). This proves uniqueness. 
The last statement of the corollary follows from the fact that the members of any quad

rangle in a spin factor span a four-dimensional space which is canonically isomorphic to 
M2(C). • 

If Z is the predual of a JBW* -triple, then we have already remarked that Z is a neutral 
SFS space which satisfies ERP. It also satisfies STP ([11, Lemma 2.2]) and FE ([10, 
Theorem 4.4]). Moreover, if u is a tripotent, then the Peirce spaces Z (̂w) (k = 0,1,2) are 
preduals of JBW*-triples and hence also satisfy these properties. If Z is the predual of an 
atomic JBW*-triple, then so are Zk(u) (k = 0,1,2). 

We next consider this situation in the setting of facially symmetric spaces. If Z is 
a neutral SFS space, and u is a geometric tripotent, then the geometric Peirce spaces 
Zk(u) (k = 0,1,2) are neutral SFS spaces by [15, Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 4.1]. 
Moreover, because of neutrality of P2(u) and Pç>(u), the spaces Z2(w) and ZQ(U) inherit 
separately each of the properties "atomic", FE, STP, ERP from Z. We now show that, 
in case v is minimal, the space Z\(v) inherits the first two of these properties. Later, in 
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Corollary 4.12 we will show that, with the fourth PSP JP in force, STP and ERP also 
holdinZi(v). 

LEMMA 2.8. Let v be a minimal geometric tripotent in an atomic complex neutral 
SFS space Z satisfying FE, STP and ERP. Then Z\(y) is atomic and satisfies FE. 

PROOF. We show first that FE holds in Zi(v). Let K be a proper norm closed face 
in the unit ball of Z\(v). Since K is convex and contained in the unit sphere of Zi(v), 
by a standard separation theorem there is an element x G U\(v) with \\x\\ = 1 and 
K C Fx. Since Z\{y) is WFS, by [15, Proposition 1.6], there is u G Q^zx{y) s u c n t n a t 

Fx nZi(v) = Fu HZi(v). By [16, Proposition 2.1], u G Ç<T D U{(v), and therefore by 
Proposition 2.2, either u h v or wTv. 

If w h v, then by Corollary 2.7, ^(w) is isometric with a spin factor and K C 
FUC\Z\ (v) C Zi(u)C\Z\(v) = Zi (v, Z2(w)) (= the geometric Peirce 1-space of v considered 
as a geometric tripotent of Z2(u)). Under this isometry, K corresponds to a norm closed 
face in the Peirce 1-space of a tripotent. Since FE holds in the predual of any JBW*-triple, 
K is a norm exposed face in Z\ (v, Zi(ju)\ i.e. K = Fw PiZ\(v) DZ2(w) for some geometric 
tripotent w G £/2(w)n £/i(v). However, since, by [15, Theorem 2.3] Fw C Z2O), we have 
K = Fw H Zi(v), proving that AT is a norm exposed face in Zi(v). 

If wTv, by Proposition 2.4, Fu C Zi(v). In this case K is already a subset of Fw, and 
hence K is a closed face of Z\. By the validity of FE in Z, K is a norm exposed face of 
Z\, and hence of the unit ball of Z\ (v). Thus FE holds in Z\ (v). 

To prove that Z\ (v) is atomic, let K be any norm exposed face in the unit ball of Z\ (v). 
Then K = FUD Z\(v) for some geometric tripotent u G U\(v). Again we have the two 
cases u \~ v or uTv. 

In the first case, Z2(w) is isometric to the predual of a spin factor and £ is a norm 
exposed face in the unit ball of Zi (v, Z2(w)), which corresponds to the Peirce 1-space of 
a tripotent in a complex spin factor. Since this latter space is atomic, K has an extreme 
point. 

In the second case, as above, we have Fu C Z\(v). But in this case, K = Fu so it has 
an extreme point. Thus Z\ (v) is atomic. • 

In [16, Proposition 2.9], it was shown that if Z is atomic and satisfies PE, then each 
indecomposable geometric tripotent is minimal. Indecomposability (the impossibility of 
being written as the sum of two orthogonal geometric tripotents) is easier to establish 
than minimality (one-dimensionality of the geometric Peirce 2-space). Thus the following 
corollary will be of great use in the rest of this paper. 

COROLLARY 2.9. Let vbea minimal geometric tripotent in an atomic complex neutral 
SFS space Z satisfying FE; STP andERP. Then every indecomposable geometric tripotent 
ofZ\{y) is a minimal geometric tripotent of Z\{y). 

3. The type 3 case. In this section, we give a geometric characterization of the 
Cartan factor of type 3. 
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In a Hilbert space #", considered as (the dual of) a facially symmetric space, every 
unit vector is a minimal geometric tripotent, and (since PQ(U) = 0) the symmetry Su, 
corresponding to the unit vector u is given by S*ux = (2P2(u)* — l)x = 2{x\u)u — x, for 
x G M, where (-| •) is the inner product in (H. 

REMARK 3.1. If £ and 77 are unit vectors in a Hilbert space M with £ ^ — 77, then the 
isometry St corresponding to the unit vector £ = (£ + 7/0/||£ + r7|| interchanges £ and 77 if 
and only if the inner product of £ and 77 is real. Also, St\{t\L = — /. 

PROOF. Witha := ||£+77||,wehavea2 = ||C||2 + ||r7||2+(£|77)+(£|77) = 2(1+5R(£ | 77)), 
and 

S£ = 2 « | 0 f - Ê = 2 ( d ^ ^ ) ~ - £ = ^ [ 1 + (Ç|ry)K - £ + ^ t 1 + ^ ^ 
V I a / a a2 a2 

Therefore S£ = 77 <* £[| |£| |2 + (£|r/)] = 1 & (£|r/) = (£|T7). 

The last statement follows since in a Hilbert space, colinearity is equivalent to or
thogonality with respect to the inner product in the Hilbert space. • 

In the following lemma we cannot use [16, Corollary 2.11] since it is not yet proved 
that Zi(v) satisfies STP. 

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that Z is an atomic neutral SFS space satisfying FE, STP and 
ERP, and that v is a minimal geometric tripotent with Z\(v) of rank 1 ([16, Defini
tion 2.10]). Then Z\(v) is isometric to a Hilbert space. If in addition, there is a geometric 
tripotent u h v, then any w G U\(v) with \\w\\ = 1 is a geometric tripotent satisfying 
w \~ v. 

PROOF. Let / G Z\(V) be normalized. Then u := v(f) G U\(y) and since Z\(v) is of 
rank 1, by Corollary 2.9, u is a minimal geometric tripotent of Z\(v). By Proposition 2.2, 
either uTv in which case by Proposition 2.4 u is minimal in U and/ is an extreme point 
of Zi ; or w h v in which case ^(w) = spc{v, w, v} by Corollary 2.7 so that/ is the sum 
of two orthogonal extreme points of Z\. Letting || • H2 denote the norm coming from the 
sesquilinear form (• | •) we have \\fW2 = 1 if/ is an extreme point and \\fW2 = l / \ / 2 in 
the second case. Thus the continuous function d (Zi(v)) 3 / 1—> \\fW2 G {0, l / \ /2} is a 
constant. It follows that || • \\z, restricted to Zi(v), is a multiple of the semi-norm || • H2, 
so Z\ (v) is a Hilbert space. 

Now suppose that u exists with u h v. Then || • \\z - \/2| | • H2 on Z\(y) and thus any 
norm 1 element w of U\(y) is a geometric tripotent of rank 2 and minimal in U\(v). By 
Proposition 2.4, w is not colinear with v, so by Proposition 2.2 w h v. • 

In the remainder of this section we shall make use of the following assumption. 

ASSUMPTION 3.3. Z is an atomic neutral SFS space satisfying FE, STP, and ERP, v 
is a minimal geometric tripotent, Z\ (v) is of rank 1 and there exists a geometric tripotent 
u with u\~ v (Note that u is automatically minimal in U\(v)). 
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We now introduce a canonical construction of a family of geometric tripotents, to be 
called a canonical basis, which will be shown in Proposition 3.12 to be a weak* basis 
for an M-summand of U under suitable assumptions. 

CONSTRUCTION 3.4. LetZsatisfyAssumption3.3.Definewii = v, and by Lemma 3.2, 
let {u\j : j e 1} be any orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space U\(y), where / is an index 
set not containing 1. Thus, {uy : j E /} is a maximal family of mutually colinear 
geometric tripotents each of which governs u\\. Apply Corollary 2.7 to the data wn, uy 
to obtain unique minimal geometric tripotents {UJJ : j G /} such that for allj G /, 

(5) Ujj o « H , u\j h Ujj, 

and spc{wn, uy, Ujj} is canonically isomorphic to 52(C), i.e., the map in which wn, uy, Ujj 
correspond to the natural basis ̂ 11,^12+^21? ^22 in ̂ (C) extends linearly to an isometry 
(See Definition 2.6). Furthermore, 

'V := («H + Ujj + uy)/2 and wy := (wn + Ujj — uy)/2. 

are minimal geometric tripotents of U. 
For /, j £ /, / 7̂ 7, define 

(6) utj :=-S*Wuuy. 

In Proposition 3.7 below, we will show that «# = «//. For completeness we can define 
Uj\ - uy for j G /. 

Note that wy is minimal if and only if wy is, since they are interchanged by the 
symmetry 5* i. 

The reason for the minus sign in (6) is apparent by comparison with the case that Z is 
the predual of the JBW*-triple of n by n symmetric complex matrices, where n denotes 
an arbitrary cardinal. For example, if n = 3 then with 

^13 = #13 +£31 = 

0 0 1 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 

and Wn = -(En + En + E2\ + £22) = 
1/2 1/2 0 
1/2 1/2 0 
0 0 0 

we have S^ Uu = — f/23, where we have used the formulas Swl2 - 2[P2(Wn) + 
^0(^12)] — L and for any matrix A, 

P2(W]2)A = Wl2AWl2 andP0(Wi2)A = (1 - Wn)A(\ - W12). 

Similarly, by using the correspondence of «n, un, un with the natural basis in Si(C), 
matrix calculations show that 

(7) Swuu\\ = uu and S*uuu = uU-

Moreover, by Proposition 1.1, SWuSUnSWu = SUii, and therefore 

Pi(uii) = (I- SUu)/2 = (/ - SWliSUnSWli)/2 = SWli(I - SUU)SWJ2 = SWltPi(un)SWli. 
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Thus S„ U\(un) = U\(uu) and since U\(u\\) = spc{wi7}7-e/, we have by (6) and (7) 

(8) U\ (un) = sPc{"y}j€(/u{i})\{/}-

DEFINITION 3.5. The family {w//}/,7ç/u{i} given in Construction 3.4 is called the 
canonical basis determined by u\\ and the orthonormal basis {u\j}jei of U\(u\\). 

By a straightforward application of Proposition 1.1, we have the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.6. Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3, and let T be a linear isometry ofZ onto Z. 
Then T* maps any canonical basis onto a canonical basis. More precisely, if{uy} is the 
canonical basis determined by u\\ and the orthonormal basis {u\j}jei ofU\(u\\), then 
{T*utj} is the canonical basis determined by T*u\\ and the orthonormal basis {T*u\j} 
ofUxiTuu)-

PROOF. We only need to show that T*Uij = -S*, TuXj, where wf
u - (Tun + T*uu + 

T*ua)/2 = TwXi. This reduces to TS^T'1 = S^u, which is (1). • 

The following proposition shows that the family {«//}/, ye{i}u/ behaves locally in the 
same way as the standard canonical basis {£///}/, je{\}ui (where Un = En and for / ^ j , 
Uy = Etj + Ejt) in the symmetric matrices. 

PROPOSITION 3.7. Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3 and let {uy} be a canonical basis. 

1. The family {«//}_/£{ i }u/ ^ a set ofpairwise orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents; 
2. Uij G U2(Uii + Ujj)fori?j,ie{l}\JI,jeI; 
3. Wy := (un + Ujj + Uij) J 2 and Wy := {uu+uy} — Uy)/ 2 are minimal geometric tripotents 

ofUfori?j,ie{l}UI,jeI; 
4. U2(uij) = U2(uii + UJJ) for i^j, i G {1} U /, j G I; 
5. uij = unfor/,jG{l}U/. 

PROOF. Let y, k G {1} U / withy ^ k. If j = 1 or k = 1, the first statement is true 
by construction. Since uy h u\\ and u\jTu\k, we have S*Uvu\\ = u\\ and S*Ui.u\k = —u\k. 
Thus Slyw\k = (wn — u\k + S*Uxukk)/2, an (i ^tv

w\k is minimal. Since S*Uyukk o u\\ and 
u\k l~ S*Uv

ukk, this implies, by the uniqueness in Corollary 2.7, that S*Uyukk = ukk. Thus 
ukk belongs to the fixed point set of 5* ., i.e., ukk G Uiiuij) + Uo(u\j). Writing ukk = a + b, 
by Proposition 1.5, a = P2{u\j)*ukk = AiWi and b = Po(u\j)*ukk = À2W2 are multiples of 
orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents. Since ukk is indecomposable, we must have, 
for example, | A2I < 1> in which case, FUkk = F\lWl, implying À2 = 0. Thus, ukk belongs 
to one of the spaces U2(u\j) or Uo(u\j). To show that it belongs to the latter, which will 
complete the proof of 1. since Ujj G t/2(Mi/)> assume to the contrary that ukk G U2(uy). 
Then ukk G U2(uy) D Uo(un) = CUJJ, and with ukk = XUJJ for some À G T, we have 
£/2(wi/) = U2(u\\ + Ujj) = U2(u\\ + Xukk) = U2(u\k) which contradicts u\jTu\k. Hence 
ukk G Uo(u\j), completing the proof of the first statement. 

Statement 2. is obvious if i = 1. Since wu G L^C^u) = ^2(^11 + uu) and since by 1., 
Ujj G Uo(u\\) Pi Uo(ua) = Uoijun + uu), we have UjjOwu and therefore Ujj is fixed by S*, . 
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Thus we have the following for the action of S^ on a part of the canonical basis: 

«11 «1/ «1; 

(9) 

In particular, 

(10) 

5 ; , : 

Uu U\i —Uij 

U\\ —U\j 

Uii 

ç* . «11 U\j 

which implies statements 2,3, and 4. Moreover, if we interchange /, j in (10), and let 

Uji correspond to under the canonical isomorphism spc{w,ï, —w//, Ujj} = 52(C), 

then since Uji governs uu, a = c = 0, and since wy is minimal, b2 = 1. Therefore, as w,y 

, «yr = ±w7/. We shall show that the plus sign prevails, proving 5., corresponds to 

and that (12) below holds. 
In the proof of 5. we may obviously assume that /, j £ I and i j£j. Let T = SWu. Then 

by Proposition 1.1, 

(ii) stij = rs*Wvr = s*Wus*WlAr 
If Uij 

(12) 

= M//,thenby(9),(ll)and(7), 

« i i «1/ «1/ 

o^„: «» M// — 

Ujj 

«il « v «1/ 

* tyj Mij 
Uu 

Suppose instead that Uy = —Ujt. Then in place of (12) we would have 

« i i «1/ «1/ «11 —«1/ —«1/ 

and thus 

Hence, by Lemma 3.6, 

(13) 

«11 «1/ «ly 

«// «(/ 
« / / • 

«11 «1/ «1/ 
w i / ' «y 

«11 U\j U\i 

Ujj Uij 

uu 

is the part of the canonical basis determined by {u\k}ke{i}ui corresponding to 
{«il, «y, MI/}. On the other hand, by construction, 

(14) 
« i i « i / « i / 

wi/' uji 
Uii 
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is also the part of the canonical basis determined by {u\k}ke{\}ui which corresponds to 
{wn, wi/, wi/}. From (13) and (14), Uy - Uji, a contradiction. So 5. is proved and (12) 
holds. • 

It follows from Proposition 3.7 that (wy, uki) = 0 if (/, j) ^ (k, I). Thus a canonical 
basis is a linearly independent set. From this we obtain U\(u\\)n U\(uu) = Cwu, and by 
[16, Lemma 2.3], 
(15) U2(un + uu) = spc{i*n, un, un}. 

In the proof of the main theorem of this section, we shall use the following two 
remarks concerning the construction of a canonical basis. 

First, if we use T = SWu again in Lemma 3.6, then, since wi, £ £/2(wn + uu) and 
Uki € U2(ukk + uu), so that T permutes the basis, we have that for each /, the canonical 
basis determined by u\\ and the orthonormal basis {u\j}jel of U\{u\\) is the same as the 
canonical basis determined by uu and the orthonormal basis {«//}/G(/IJ{I})\{/} °f ^i(M»)-

Second, if we delete a "diagonal" basis vector uu (i ^ 1), then {wi/}yyi,i is an or
thonormal basis in the Hilbert space U\(u\\, C/o(w«)) = U\(uu) Pi UQ(UU) SO that by 
the construction, {%•}*##,• is a canonical basis for UQ(UU). By the same argument, 
{uij)i<i<i<n is t n e canonical basis for UQ(U\\) determined by W22 and the orthonormal 
basis {u2j}2<j<n 

The previous proposition describes the behavior of rank 2 facially symmetric sub-
spaces. Its proof, e.g. (12) reveals some information about the structure of rank 3 sub-
spaces. These will be studied further in the following proposition. We first need a couple 
of definitions and a lemma. 

Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3 and let {utj} be a canonical basis. Since uu is a minimal 
geometric tripotent, U2(uu) = Qua. Also since, for / ^ 7 , spc{w/;, w;,-, Ujj} = S2(C) 
canonically, Uy, which is the sum of the minimal geometric tripotents Wy and — Wy-, is a 
minimal geometric tripotent of U\(juu) which governs w„. Thus U\(uu) C\ Ujiuy) = Cuy. 

For a geometric tripotent w, introduce the notation û for a norm 1 functional in Z with 
u = v(u). Thus, if « is a minimal geometric tripotent and Z is atomic, then û = TT~1(U) 

while if u is the sum of two orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents, then û = ^7r-1 (w). 

DEFINITION 3.8. Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3 and let {uy} be a canonical basis. The 
coordinates {xtj} C C of an element a G U are defined by 

xuUii = P2(uu)*a, / £ / U {1} and 

XyUij = P2(uij)*Pi(uii)*a, / , J G / U { 1 } , / 4h 

Similarly, the coordinates {xy} C C of an element/ £ Z are defined by 

XuUii = P2(uu)f1 i £ / U {1} and 

Xijùij = P2(Uy)Pi(uii)f, i, j £ / U { 1 } , / yéj. 
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Then the coordinates of a G U satisfy Xy = (a, ùy) and the coordinates off G Z satisfy 
xij = (A My>-

LEMMA 3.9. Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3 and let {uy} be a canonical basis. Then, 
for /, j G / w/f/i / 7O, vv£ /îflve a canonical isometry 

( U]j + U\j ) 

(16) sp c j «„ , ^ -=^ ,M; , y }^52 (C) . 

In particular, 
U\j+U\i 

2 

w a minimal geometric tripotent of U. 

PROOF. By (12), the symmetry S£ fixes uy + uu. Thus, u\j + uu G U2(wy) 0 Uo(wtj). 
We will show that wiy + wi/ G Uo(Wy). By 4. of Proposition 3.7, the minimal geometric 
tripotent vv// belongs to ^(w/i+w//), SO is orthogonal to u\\. Thus Piiwij) = P2(wij)Po(u\\)-
Hence/Mwy)*(wi/ +ww) = P2(w,y)*Po(wii)*(wi/ + wi,-) = 0, sothatwi7 + wh G Uo(wtj)9 i.e., 
(Uij + UU)OWij. 

Since Mi/ G U2(U\\+UJJ) C ^(«n+«//+««), it follows that u\j+u\i G ^(«n+w»+«/>•). 
Also Mn + Wy + ivy = «ii + w// + w# and thus uy + uu G ^(wn + vv// + ivy) Pi £/o(vv//) = 
2̂(w*> + wn). It follows that sp{«n, (uy + u\i) j \/2, Xwij} is (canonically) isometric with 

52(C) for some À G T, in such a way that 

(17) & 

is an extreme point of Z\. Apply Piiuu + uu) to (17) and use ERP to conclude that 
û 11 + -jx à 1 / + \ tin is a multiple of an extreme point of Zi. Keeping in mind that canonically, 

1 1/V^l spc{wn,Hi/, uu} = 52(C), this implies that det 

therefore (16) holds. 
l/y/l A/2 

= 0, i.e., A = 1 and 

Let [xij] be the formal matrix obtained from the coordinates of an element/ G Z with 
respect to a canonical basis. The following proposition shows that the determinants of a 
large number of 2 by 2 submatrices of this matrix vanish iff is a multiple of an extreme 
point. 

PROPOSITION 3.10. Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3 and let {uij}ijau{\} be a canonical 
basis. Letf be an extreme point ofZ\ with coordinates Xy with respect to this canonical 
basis. Then for all /, j G / U {1}, 

(18) xuxij =xuxy 
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P2(u\\ + utijf = x\\U\\ + x\iû\i + Kuan, det = 0, and thus (18) holds for / = j . 

PROOF. By ERP, P2("iI+ uu)f is a multiple of an extreme point of Z\. Since, by ( 15), 

_ X\i Xa 

This implies that (18) holds for all / and 7 if JCH = 0. 

Similarly, P2(UJJ + uu)f is a multiple of an extreme point of Z\, so XjjXu = JC? , and thus 

* î i4 = (*ii*a)(*ii*i/) =x\ixip Le-> 

(19) x i i ^ = ±xi7xh-. 

We shall show that the plus sign prevails, which will complete the proof. We may 

assume, without loss of generality, that x\\ ^ 0. By Lemma 3.9 as in (15), we have 

U2(u\\ + Wy) - spc{wn, ^ 4 p , wtj} so that ^2(^11 + wtj)f belongs to the complex span of 

{wn, (un + û\j)/y/2, wtj}. We shall show 

x\i+x\i 1 r (x\i±x\j)2 

(20) P2(un + Wy)/" = xiiwn + T^HÛU + ûi;)/ v 2 + — '—fry. 
V2 ^11 

Since, by ERP, ^2(^11 + Wy)f is a multiple of an extreme point of Z\, the plus sign holds 
in the last term, and as we shall see below, this implies (18). 

To prove (20), note first that the coefficient of u\\ is given by (^2(^11 + n>//)/, u\\) = 

(/*, MU) = *n- Since P2(" 11 + vt>y) = P2\(u\j + u\i) / yj2\, the coefficient of (ûy + ûu)/y/2 

is obtained by applying Pi (wi 1 ) to (20) and is given by the inner product (Pi (u\\)f\ Uu+£J ) 

in the Hilbert space Z\(u\\). It therefore equals ^ 7 ^ . Finally, the coefficient of Wy is 

obtained by applying P2(wy) to (20) and is therefore given by 

(A W(/> = ~<A w« + %• + 2fi(,-) = -(xu+Xjj + 2*(,0 = - M + - ^ ± - ^ ) . 
L L L VXli -*11 *11 7 

As mentioned above, the plus sign must prevail and (18) follows. • 

REMARK 3.11. Proposition 3.10 says that for an extreme point/, if, with respect to a 
canonical basis, the coordinate x\\ ^ 0, then the coordinates of Po(«n)/ are determined 
uniquely and universally by the coordinates of ^2(^11)/ + P\(u\\)f. More precisely, if 
/ and g are extreme points in spaces Z and Y respectively, with dual spaces U and V 
containing canonical bases {uy} and {vy} with the same index set, if JCH ^ 0 and vi 1 7̂  0 
and ifxij = y y for every j , then Xy = y y for every / and/ 

PROPOSITION 3.12. Let Z satisfy Assumption 3.3 and let {uy} be a canonical basis. 
Then with S = weak* — spc{wy}, we have 

The family {ûy} is norm total in 5*, the predual of S, and 

(21) Z = 5*®£1 (5*)°. 
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PROOF. For each /, Z = Z2(uu) + Z\(uu) + Z0(uu) and by (8), Z = X + ZQ(UU) where 
X = spnorm{w(/}. Continuing, for each finite set A C /U{1}, we have Z = X+f|/e4 ^o(w»)-

Let 2,4 = II/G4 ^O(WH). The net <2A converges strongly to a contractive projection 
<2 with range Y = f]ieIu^Zo(uu). Thus Z = X +Y, and these last two summands are 
orthogonal. To prove the orthogonality it suffices to notice that for each g G F, we have 
ùij G Z2(uu + UJJ) and g G Zo(w„) D Zo(^) = Z0(w// + w#). Also, since {w„-, w#, w -̂}0 = 
{uu, UjjY, we have 7 = X° (Note also that Y = [ù\j• : j G /U {1}}° (c/ Lemmas 5.5, 6.6, 
and 7.3). This proves (21) and hence the first statement. 

Let x G S vanish on all «#, so that all coordinates Xy of x are zero. We know that x is 
the weak*-limit of a net of finite sums of the form £ ocijUij. Applying the functional w# 
to this limit shows that a y = */,- and therefore x = 0. Thus, {ùy} is norm total in 5*. • 

DEFINITION 3.13. A WFS space Z is said to be irreducible if it is not the direct sum 
of two non-zero orthogonal subspaces. 

We are not requiring that these subspaces be WFS, or closed. However, they are 
automatically closed because they form an £!-sum, i.e., they are L-summands. Such a 
subspace therefore inherits from Z any of the four PSP's as well as atomicity, neutrality 
and SFS. Recall that subspaces which form £°°-sums are called M-summands. 

For example, the predual of any JBW* -triple factor is irreducible. To see this, note 
that if Z is the predual of a JBW*-triple M, and Z is the direct sum of two orthogonal 
subspaces, then it follows that there is a weak*-continuous bicontractive projection on 
M with range the dual of one of these subspaces. Since bicontractive projections have 
JB* -subtriples for their ranges ([13, Proposition 3.1]), Uis the orthogonal sum of JBW*-
subtriples. By orthogonality, these summands are ideals, so the projection is either the 
identity or 0 since U is a factor. 

The following is the main result of this section. 

THEOREM 3.14. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space, and assume the pure state 
properties FE, ERP, and STP. Assume that there exists a minimal geometric tripotent v 
with U\ (v) of rank 1 and a geometric tripotent u with u h v. Then U has an M-summand 
which is linearly isometric with the complex JBW*-triple of all symmetric umatrices" 
on a complex Hilbert space (Cartan factor of type 3). In particular, ifZ is irreducible, 
then Z* is isometric to a Cartan factor of type 3. 

PROOF. Let S be as in Proposition 3.12. Then 5* is an atomic neutral strongly facially 
symmetric space satisfying the properties FE, STP, and ERP (since it is an L-summand in 
Z). We shall show that S is linearly isometric to a Cartan factor of type 3. For simplicity 
of notation, and without loss of generality, we shall assume that 5* = Z. 

Since a Cartan factor of type 3 is the dual of a neutral strongly facially symmetric 
space satisfying the same assumptions as Z, it suffices to prove the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 3.15. If Y is a space satisfying the same assumptions as Z in Theo
rem 3.14, and if {uij}ije{\}\ji and {vij}ije{i}ui are canonical bases in U and V := Y* 
respectively, then the map K\ spc{û(/} —> sPc{%} taking ùij onto % extends linearly to 
an i some try ofZ onto Y. 
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PROOF. We shall prove the proposition first in the case that Z is finite dimensional. 
In this case, K is a linear bijection of Z onto Y which we shall show is contractive. By 
symmetry, this will show that it is isometric, completing the proof. 

To show that K is contractive, we first prove the following lemma. 

LEMMA 3.16. Iff is an extreme point ofZ\, then K,(f) is an extreme point ofY\. 

Assuming this lemma, since Z is atomic, it follows that K maps the unit ball Z\ into 
Y\, completing the proof of Proposition 3.15 in the finite dimensional case. 

It remains to prove Lemma 3.16 (in the finite dimensional case) and to remove the 
restriction of finite dimensionality in Proposition 3.15. We shall prove Lemma 3.16 by 
induction on the cardinality n of the set indexing the canonical basis. The case n = 1 
is trivial and the case n = 2 holds because then U and V are spin factors. Let xtj be the 
coordinates of the extreme point/. For n > 2, we consider first the case that x\\ = 0. 
Then, since x\j = x\\Xjj, we have xy = 0 for all j E / and thus P\(u\\)f = 0 so that 
/ E UQ(U\\). Since {w//}2<K/<n is a canonical basis for Uo(u\\), it follows by induction 
that K,(f) is extreme in Fo(vn), and hence by neutrality extreme in Y. 

We may now assume in our proof that x\\ ^0. Next, suppose that P\(u\\)f = 0. Then 
f = x\\û\\ +Po(u\\)f, and since/ is extreme, we must have/ = x\\û\\ so that n(f) = x\\v\\ 
is extreme in Y. We may therefore assume that P\(u\\)f ^ 0 as well. 

By multiplying/ by a scalar, we may assume that x\i is real. Let g := P\(u\\)f/y, 
where 7 := ||Pi(wn)/||. Since /c is an isometry of the Hilbert space Z\(u\\) onto the 
Hilbert space FiOn), 7 = | |PI(VH)K(/) | | and h := n(g) = P\(vu)^(f)/l- Moreover, the 
inner products (g\ û\i) and (h\ vn) are real. Let R be the symmetry (defined in Remark 3.1) 
on Z which interchanges g and W12, and similarly, let T be the symmetry on Y which 
interchanges h and v\2. 

The element R(f) belongs to spc{wn, w^, W22}; indeed if we wri te / = x\\u\\ + 
P\ (wii)/++Po(wn)/, then, using the fact thatPi(wn)/ = 7g, we have R(f) = *HMII+7MI2+ 

R(Po(uu)f) ^ d R(Po(u\\)f) £ Cw22 by the extremality of R(f) and Proposition 3.10. 
Thus 
(22) R(f) = x\\û\\ +X12&12+ 2̂2̂ 22 

withjcnJC22 =*i2 anc^ lXlll2 + 2|^i2|2 + |^22|2 = 1 and also 

(23) K>(R(fj) =*11V11 +*12Vl2 + *22V22 

is extreme in F2(vi2), having determinant 0 and norm 1 in 52(C). Thus by neutrality, 
KR(f) and hence TnR(f) is extreme in Y. If we show that TnRif) = «(/*), or equivalently, 
that the coordinates of TiîR(f) with respect to Vy are the same as the coordinates of 
/ with respect to Uy, it will follow that «:(/) is extreme in F, completing the proof of 
Lemma 3.16. 

Let us write 
n n 

Rûij = Y^ atjkihh Tvij = Y, Pijuhh 
k<l=\ k<l=\ 
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We must show 

(24) (TKR(f),vij) = (f,uij)(=xij). 

From (23), TnR(f) = £*,/(*II/?IM/ + xnPim + hiPnkùhi so that (7>cfl(/), v//) = 

Xn0Uij+X\20\2ij+X22022ij- F rom ( 2 2 ) , / = R2f = T,kAx\lankl+X\2a12*/ + *22«22*/)Û*/ s o 

that (/", Uij) = Xn<Xuij+Xi2(X\2ij+X22<X22ij' 

By the construction ofR and T, for all indicesy, &, /, 

(25) &\jkl-Pljkh 

Therefore it suffices to prove that for all indices &, /, 

(26) a22ifc/ = /?22*/. 

We shall use Proposition 3.10 to show that (26) follows from (25). 
We consider the extreme point of Z\ 

p = R(w\2) = -(Run +Rû\2+Rû22) = ~ YXanu + ami + oc22ki)hh 
1 z k,i 

Since Run = ù\\, we have oc\\ki = 0 unless k= 1= 1. Since /?Zi(wu) = Z\(u\\)9 we have 
#12*/ = 0 unless /: = 1 and / ^ 1. Since W22 own, we have #«22 o wii so that a22*/ = 0 
unless /: 7̂  1. Thus, for p ^ 1 and # 7̂  1, if ypq denotes the coordinates of p with respect 

tO {ley}, 

yPq = (a\\pq + (Xi2pq + (X22pq)/2= Ot22pq/2, y\p = (0C\\ \p + «121p + <*221p)/2 = <*121j>/2 

and by Proposition 3.10, 

tt22pqli = yPq=y\py\qlyu = (ai2iP/2)(ai2iq/2)/(l/2), 

i.e. 

(27) a22W = <*121pttl21?. 

Since a similar relation holds for the /?#*/, equations (25) and (27) imply that (26) 
holds and Lemma 3.16 is proved. • 

We now remove the restriction that Z be finite dimensional, thereby completing 
the proof of Proposition 3.15 and hence of Theorem 3.14. For any canonical basis 
{uij}ijau{\} a nd for any finite subset {1, 2 , . . . , n} of /, by the neutrality of /^(«n + 
• • • + unn), the PSP's are satisfied in Z2(wn + • • • + unn). Therefore, the restriction of 
K to the facially symmetric space Z2(«n + • • • + unn) = sp{w(/}i</j<w is an isometry 
of sp{àij}\<ij<n onto sp{v(/}i<ij<n, and hence K is an isometry of ^vi^ij}ijeiu{\} o n t o 

SP{%}/JG/U{I}- Bv Proposition 3.12, K extends to an isometry of Z onto Y. m 
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REMARK 3.17. A trivial modification of the proof of Lemma 3.16 shows that it is 
valid in arbitrary dimensions. To state the infinite dimensional version, let Hz denote 
the Hilbert space which is the completion of Z with respect to the norm given by the 
symmetric sesquilinear form (• | •) defined in [16, Proposition 2.9]. Because of the 
existence of a canonical basis, this form is positive definite, and so Hz exists. The map K 
extends to a linear map R of the Hilbert space Hz onto H Y and the proof of Lemma 3.16 
given above shows that &(extZi) C ext Y\. In this case, « p are the coordinates of Rùy 
with respect to w^ and /3yki are the coordinates of Tvy with respect to vu 

REMARK 3.18. A canonical basis is an example of a hermitian grid (cf [8, Definition 
and Proposition, p. 308]). See also Definitions 5.6 and 6.4 below for other types of grids. 

4. Classification scheme: geometric quadrangles and spin degree. In this section 
we prepare some tools for the classification of atomic facially symmetric spaces. To do so 
we need some additional properties of the relations between minimal geometric tripotents 
discussed in §2. These properties do not seem to follow from the properties developed 
heretofore. Thus we introduce an additional property which we call JP. 

DEFINITION 4.1. A WFS space Z satisfies JP if for any pair w, v of orthogonal minimal 
geometric tripotents, we have 

where for any geometric tripotent w, Sw is the symmetry associated with the symmetric 
face Fw. 

REMARK 4.2. In a neutral WFS space Z satisfying JP, we have for orthogonal minimal 
geometric tripotents u and v, 

(29) Z2(u + v) = Z2(u) + Z2(v) + Z\(u) HZi(v) 

(30) Zi(w + v)=Zi(w)nZ0(v) + Z1(v)nZ0(w) 

(31) Zo(w + v) = Zo(w)nZo(v). 

PROOF. For arbitrary orthogonal geometric tripotents, equation (31) was established 
in [15, Lemma 1.8]. For arbitrary orthogonal geometric tripotents, inclusion in one 
direction in (29) was shown in [16, Lemma 2.3], implying P2(u + v) = P2(u + v)[P2(u) + 
P2(v) + P\(u)P\(v)]. Using these facts and [15, Corollary 3.4(a)] in 

(P2(u) - P{(u) + P0(u))(P2(v) - Px(v) + PoOO) = Pi(u + v) - Px(u + v) + P0(u + v) 

yields (30). It remains to show 

(32) Z1(v)nZ1(w)CZ2(w + v). 

Iff £ Z1(v)nZi(ii),then/'i(ii+vy+Po(M+vy = P\(u)PoW+P\(v)PoW+Po(u)PoW = 
o, i.é?./ez2(a + v). • 
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In a JB*-triple, if u and v are orthogonal tripotents, then equations (29)—(31) hold for 
the Peirce projections and constitute the joint Peirce decomposition of the JB*-triple. 
Hence the notation JP. 

In the Hilbert space model for quantum mechanics, property JP is trivially satisfied 
as follows. Choose £ ® £ to be the state exposed by v and r\ <g> 77 to be the state exposed 
by w, and complete {£, 77} to an orthonormal basis. For any state vector £ expressed in 
this basis, the symmetry Sv (resp. Su) changes the sign of the coefficient of £ (resp. 77) 
and Su+v changes the sign of both coefficients. 

By using JP we shall now obtain further properties of the relations between minimal 
geometric tripotents. 

In the remainder of this section, we will make use of the following assumption. 

ASSUMPTION 4.3. Z is an atomic neutral SFS space over C satisfying FE, STP, ERP, 
and JP. 

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. lfu\ andu^ are orthogonal geometric 
tripotents in U\(y)for some minimal geometric tripotent v, then u\ and ui are minimal 
geometric tripotents and (u\ + ui) \~ v. 

PROOF. First of all, ujTv by Corollary 2.3. Suppose u\ is not a minimal geometric 
tripotent of Z\(y). Then, by Corollary 2.9, there are orthogonal geometric tripotents wi 
and W2 of Z\{v) such that u\ = w\ + n>2- Again by Corollary 2.3, vv/Tv. By JP, we have 
v G U\(w\) D U\(w2) C Uiiwx + W2) which says that (w\ + W2) r- v. Then by [15, 
Corollary 3.4], Uo(w\ + W2) Pi U\(y) = {0}, a contradiction, since u\ is there. Thus u\ is 
minimal in U\(v) and by Proposition 2.4, u\ is minimal in U. As above, (u\ + ui) r- v. • 

COROLLARY 4.5. If v is a minimal geometric tripotent in U and uTv, then u is a 
minimal geometric tripotent in U. 

PROOF. If u were not minimal in U\(v), we would have u = u\ +U2 with Uj G U\(v), 
and u h v by the proposition, contradiction. Thus u must be minimal in U\(v) and so by 
Proposition 2.4 it is minimal in U. m 

REMARK 4.6. Another consequence of Proposition 4.4 is that the property JP is sat
isfied in the geometric Peirce 1-space of any minimal geometric tripotent. 

The following important fact about the rank of the geometric Peirce 1-space of a 
minimal geometric tripotent plays a key role in the classification scheme. Note that 
the following definition is consistent with the definition of rank 1 given in [16, Defini
tion 2.10]. 

DEFINITION 4.7. A facially symmetric space Z is of rank n (n = 1,2,...) if every 
orthogonal family of geometric tripotents has cardinality at most n, and if there is at least 
one orthogonal family of geometric tripotents containing exactly n elements. 

PROPOSITION 4.8. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. If v is a minimal geometric tripotent, 
then the rank of U\ (v) is at most 2. 
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PROOF. If u\, u2, ^3 are orthogonal geometric tripotents in U\(v), then (u\ + u2) V v 

by Proposition 4.4, contradicting £/oOi + W2) H £/i(v) = {0}. • 

LEMMA 4.9. Lef Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. For a minimal geometric tripotent v, the 

norm ofZ\(y) is equivalent to a Hilbert space norm. Hence Z\(v) is a reflexive Banach 

space. 

PROOF. For a n y / G Z, \\f\\2 = ( /X/*)} 1 / 2 < |[/*|| always holds. If 0 ^ / G Zi(v), then 

v(f) G U\ (v) so v(/") is either minimal in U by Corollary 4.5, or the sum of two orthogonal 

minimal geometric tripotents by Proposition 2.5. In the first case H/H2 = \\f\\ and in the 

second case, by [16, Lemma 3.6], | [ /" | | - 1 / = Xp + (1 — X)p for some pair of orthogonal 

extreme points p, p in Fv(f) and A G (0,1). Thus | ( /7 ll/IDf* = A2 + (1 - A)2 > 1/2, so 

the norms || • || and || • H2 are equivalent on Z\(v). m 

A special case of the following lemma was proved in Lemma 3.2 without the assump

tion of JP. 

LEMMA 4.10. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. Let v be a minimal geometric tripotent 

and let Y be a neutral strongly facially symmetric subspace ofZ\ (v) of rank 1. Then Y is 

isometric to a Hilbert space. 

PROOF. By the spectral theorem in reflexive strongly facially symmetric spaces ([12, 

Theorem 1]), every element of V := Y* C U is a multiple of a geometric tripotent of Y. 

As in the proof of [16, Proposition 2.1], each geometric tripotent of Y is also a geometric 

tripotent of Z. Thus, for each x G V of norm 1, x is either a minimal geometric tripotent 

of U or, by Proposition 4.8, a sum of two orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents of 

U. By considering the continuous function V\ 3 x 1—> 11 TT X (JC)112̂  it follows that either 

each x of norm 1 in V is a minimal geometric tripotent of U, or each x in V of norm 1 

is the sum of two orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents of U. In the first case, y is a 

Hilbert space by [16, Corollary 2.11]. In the second case, an inner product on V inducing 

a multiple of the norm of V is given by (x\y) := (JC, 7r_1(j)), since if X/||JC|| = wi + vi>2, 

then (x\x) = ||x||2(wi + W2, w\ + w2) = 2||x||2. • 

PROPOSITION 4.11. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. Let v be a minimal geometric tripo

tent and let u be a minimal geometric tripotent of U\(v) such that u h v. Then Z\(v) is 

isometric to a Hilbert space. 

PROOF. Let {ua} be a maximal family of mutually colinear geometric tripotents such 

that, for each a, ua h v and ua is a minimal geometric tripotent of the neutral strongly 

facially symmetric space Z\(v) H f]^aZ\(up) (cf. Lemma 1.2). We shall show first that 

(33) ^ ( v ) = spânweak*{Wa}. 

In the first place, by [15, Corollary 3.4], 

(34) Po(Ka)Pl(v) = 0, 
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and by minimality 
(35) P2(uayPl(vT n Pii^T(U) = Cua. 

Moreover, by mutual colinearity 

(36) P2(ua)P2(up)P{ (v) = 0 for a J (3. 

To prove (36), it is enough to check that, with ua = uf
a + w" (u'a, u"a orthogonal minimal 

geometric tripotents of U lying in U\ (v)) we have, for a ^ (3, 

(37) P2(u'a)P2(u'p)Pl(v) = 0; 

(38) P2(u'a)Pl(u'p)Pl(4)Pl(v) = 0-, 

(39) P, {u'a)Px (II^)P, (u'^Px (4)PX (v) = 0. 

If (37) is false, then u'a is a multiple Xu^ of ufp and by (30), 

Xli'p = u'a = P2{ua)ua = P2(u'a)Pi(u0)ua = P2(u'a)[Pl(u'fi)Po(u%) + P i ( l l ^ o ( ^ ) ] « a . 

Hence u'a = P2{u'^)u'a = 0, a contradiction. If (38) is false, then u'a G U\(u'p) D U\(u"), 
so that W^TM^, M^TM^ and ŵ  G U\(uf

a), implying ŵ  h u'a. Again by (30) 

Up = Pl(u'a)Pi(ua)Up = P l ( ^ ) [ P l ( O P o ( « a ) +Pl(Ma)^0(««)]M/3 = Pl(u'a)P0(u'£)Up. 

Therefore u"a € Uo(up) D U\(v) = {0}, a contradiction. Finally, if (39) is false, choose a 
geometric tripotent w there. Then either wTv or w h v. In the first case, w is minimal in 
U and colinear to both u'a and u"a so that wa G U\ (w>) implying the minimality of ua in 
U9 contradiction. In the second case, w governs each of u^uLu^, u'â so that ua, u@ both 
belong to the spin factor U2(w), implying U2(ua) = U2(w), another contradiction. This 
proves (36). 

Since Ui(v) = Px(v)* Ila^iM + P\(ua) + P0(ua))*(U), (34)-(36) imply 

(40) Ui(v) = spanweak*{^} + [t/,(v) nf] Ux(ua)\ 

We shall show that (33) holds by showing that the second summand in (40) is the zero 
space, or equivalently, that its predual X := Z\ (v) D f|a Z\ ("<*) is zero. Suppose that X is 
not zero. Since it is a closed subspace of the reflexive space Z\ (v), by the Lindenstrauss-
Troyanski theorem ([5, page 60]), the unit ball of X has an exposed point, and since X is a 
neutral SFS space, by [16, Proposition 2.4], there is a minimal geometric tripotent w G X* 
of X. As before, w is a geometric tripotent of U. To arrive at the desired contradiction, 
we now show that wTua for all a and that whv . 

First of all, if wTv, then w is minimal in U and both of the possibilities w h ua and 
wTua lead to the conclusion that ua is minimal in U, which is a contradiction. Thus 
why . 
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To prove that wTua, assume to the contrary that w h ua. Then ua belongs to the spin 
factor U2(w) and ua h v, so that U2(ua) - Ui{w), contradicting the fact the w G U\(ua). 

Having proved (33) we next show that for each x = £"=1 A/w, G span{wa}, we have, 

(41) 

This, together with (33) will complete the proof as follows. For arbitrary x G U, let 
Xa = (JC, ua). With A a finite set and Q = Up^A P\ (up)> w e n a v e 

E|Aa|2 = ||e*||2<Nl2 

and so £ a |Aa|
2 < oo. Hence for A C B, 

2_^ Xaua ~ 2_^ Xaua\\ — \\2_^ Xaua\\ — 2_j \X(x\ • 0. 

Hence £« Aawa converges in norm. But this sum converges in the weak*-topology to x 
if JC G U\(v), as is easily seen by applying the functional ua. Thus the family {ua} is 
norm total in £/i(v), showing that U\(v) is a Hilbert space. 

We return to the proof of (41). Let Y = spanc{f/i, w2} = Zi(v) n fla^i,2 ^i(M«). which 
is a neutral strongly facially symmetric space by Lemma 1.2. The space Y is of rank 1, 
since if there were two orthogonal unit vectors </?, -0 of F, then the extreme points of 
Fi would consist of scalar multiples of (f and 0 and could not contain û\ for example. 
By Lemma 4.10, Y is isometric to a Hilbert space. This proves the case n = 2 of the 
following assertion: For n = 2, 3 , . . . , am/ wi , . . . , unfrom {ua}, span{wi,..., un} is a 
Hilbert space with orthonormal basis u\,...,un. 

For n > 2 let x = Zn
kt\ Xkuk = x' + A «+iwn+i and let 7" be the symmetry St, where 

t = (u\ +y/||jc / | |)/|(Mi+x //| |^ / | |)|.Then, since tTun+\, we have Tx = \\xf\\u\ — \n+\un+\ 
and ||JC||2 = ||7JC||2 = ||y||2 + |An+i|2, which completes the induction. • 

COROLLARY 4.12. Ifv is a minimal geometric tripotent, then Z\ (v) satisfies ERP and 
STP. Hence, ifZ satisfies Assumption 4.3, then so does Z\ (v). 

PROOF. We first prove ERP. Suppose that/ is an extreme point of the unit ball of 
Zi(v), and that w is any geometric tripotent of U\(y). It suffices to show that P2(w)f is 
a multiple of an extreme point of the ball of Z\ (v). If v(/*)Tv, the result follows by ERP 
in Z. If on the other hand v(f) h v, then since v(f ) is minimal in U\ (v), Z\ (v) is a Hilbert 
space, hence satisfies ERP. 

Now suppose that/, g are two extreme points of the unit ball of Z\ (v). If both of v(f) 
and v(g) are colinear to v, then the result follows by STP in Z. If one of them governs v, 
then Zi(v) is a Hilbert space and hence satisfies STP. • 

In the following we show that, using property JP, the hypothesis of rank 1 in Theo
rem 3.14 can be weakened. 
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COROLLARY 4.13. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space over C, and assume the pure 

state properties FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Assume that there exists a minimal geometric 

tripotent v and a geometric tripotent u with u h v which is minimal in U\(v). Then 

U has an M-summand which is linearly isometric with the complex JBW* -triple of all 

symmetric matrices on a complex Hilbert space (Cartan factor of type 3). 

PROOF. By the proposition, Z\(v) is of rank 1, so the result follows from Theo

rem 3.14. • 

The basic building blocks for atomic facially symmetric spaces will be shown to be 

the (geometric) quadrangles (and odd quadrangles), as is the case for quadrangles in 

atomic JBW*-triples. 

DEFINITION 4.14. A quadruple (u\1u21U31U4) of minimal geometric tripotents is 

called a geometric quadrangle if u\ o W3, M2 o «4, u\Tu2, W2TW3, «3TW4, U4TU1, 

and \ E; Uj is a minimal geometric tripotent. A triple (u\, W2, W3) of minimal geometric 

tripotents is called a geometricprequadrangle if u\ o W3, u\ T«2, W2TW3. Schematically, 

we represent a geometric quadrangle by 

U\ «2 

U4 « 3 . 

LEMMA 4.15. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. For each geometric prequadrangle 

(MI, W2, «3), there is a unique minimal geometric tripotent «4 such that (wi, «2? "3, «4) 

is a geometric quadrangle. The span of any geometric quadrangle is canonically iso

morphic to Af2(C). 

PROOF. By Proposition 4.4, (u\ + W3) h W2> so we may apply Corollary 2.7 to obtain 

a minimal geometric tripotent U4 orthogonal to U2 such that (u\ + W3) h «4 and ^ ( « I + 

W3) = ^2(^2 + W4). The proof of Corollary 2.7 shows that (wi? W2, W3, W4) is a geometric 

quadrangle. • 

In M2(C), let 

W = 
1 1 

V^ LO Oj 
L = WW* = 

1 0 
0 0 

; R = W*W = 
1 1 1 

1 1 

Then for X e M2(C), S^(X) = 4LXR + X - 2LX - 2XR implies S^(£n) = £12 and 

^ ( £ 2 2 ) = —E21. Thus we have: 

COROLLARY 4.16. For a geometric quadrangle (wi, «2, "3, «4), f/ze symmetry S = 

5«i+«2 satisfies 
V2 

(42) 5*: 
Ml W2 

« 4 M3 

«2 Wi 

-W3 —W4 

A slightly more detailed analysis yields the following Corollary, which for x\ = 0 

reduces to the previous one. 
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COROLLARY 4.17. For a geometric quadrangle (HI, W2, «3, u\), letf = EjLi Xjûj with 
x\ real, X2 ̂  0, and x\Xi — X2X4 ~ 0. Then there is a symmetry T depending only on 
x\, X2 and u\, U2 such that Tf = c\û\+ c^for suitable constants c\, C4. Moreover, if also 
x\ ^ 0, f/ien there is a complex number A, depending only on x\,X2 such that c\ = A*i 
andc4 = — Ax*. 

PROOF. We know that spc{wi, «2, «3, W4} is canonically isomorphic to M2(C). Let 
T be the symmetry on spc{wi, «2? Û3, «4} corresponding to the symmetry 7? on A/2(C)* 
which interchanges the unit vectors 

(Xt + |*2|) 
2y-l/2 X\ X2 

0 0 and 
1 0 
0 0 

Note that with a = (x\ + \x2\
2)^2, T = Sw where 

XiU\+X2U2 + Ml 

| M i ^ + M 

Both statements are consequences of the following simple matrix calculations. With a 
as above, let (3 = [2(1 + ^J-)]1/2 and (by an obvious abuse of notation) let 

/ = 
\x\ x2] 
_ X4 X3 ^ 

1 
» w - 7; 

/3 

Then 

= ww = 
1 0 
0 0 

1 
; r = ww = ^ 

a + 1 *z 
a a 

0 0 

( i L + 1)2 (*L + l)£z 

(!± + D ^ M_ 

and a tedious calculation yields 

S,,/ = 4 £ / r + / - 2 £ / - 2 / r = 

where A = ajx\. 

Xxi 0 
—Ax* 0 

The following lemma will be useful for verifying that certain quadruples occurring in 
the construction of a natural basis are geometric quadrangles. The process can be called 
"side by side glueing". 

LEMMA 4.18. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. If(u\1 U2, W3, W4) and (u\,U2,us, u^) are 
geometric quadrangles with u^Tu^, then (W3, W4, u^ W5) is a geometric quadrangle. 
Schematically, 

U4 U\ Ufr 

W3 U2 W5 
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PROOF. Let S = S ^ . By Corollary 4.16, S*w2 = -w3. On the other hand, *42± G 

£/i (us) and is minimal (since (u\ + u^)/\/2 has spin determinant 0 in ^(wi +1/3)), hence 
colinear with ue so that 5*«6 = ~U6-

From «2 o U6 we have «3 o u§. Therefore, letting T = Suy+% we have 

U4 W3 — U4 U3 

which implies (by applying S*6), that («6? "5? "3? "4) is a geometric quadrangle. • 

To proceed with the classification scheme, we need the notion of spin degree. Recall 
that by [16, Theorem 3.81, a rank 2 face in the unit ball Z\ of an atomic neutral SFS 
space which satisfies FE and STP is affinely isomorphic to the unit ball of a real Hilbert 
space. By the dimension of the face, we mean the dimension of this Hilbert space. This 
is also equal to one less than the complex dimension of Zz(u), where Fu is the rank 2 
face (cf. [16, Remark 4.12]). 

DEFINITION 4.19. The spin degree of a neutral strongly facially symmetric space Z 
satisfying FE and STP is one greater than the (finite or infinite) dimension of some rank 2 
face in Z\, or 0, if no such face exists. 

Thus the spin degree is the dimension of a spin factor sitting in U as the geometric 
Peirce 2-space of some rank 2 face. A priori, spin degree can vary with the face. In the 
case of spin factors (Cartan factor of type 4), the spin degree is the complex dimension of 
the factor. The types of the remaining Cartan factors are determined by the spin degree. 
For example, the Cartan factor of type 3 (symmetric matrices) has spin degree 3, and the 
Cartan factor of type 1 (full rectangular matrices) has spin degree 4. 

The following proposition about the spin degree plays an important role in the clas
sification scheme by allowing a reduction to a previous case. 

PROPOSITION 4.20. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space over C satisfying FE, STP, 
ERP, and JP. Suppose that Z is of finite spin degree n > 5 and has no L-summand of 
type h> Then there is a minimal geometric tripotent v such thatZ\ (v) has spin degree n — 2 
and has no L-summand of type I2. Moreover, the spin degree n of such Z, when finite, is 
even. 

PROOF. Let v, v be orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents such that the dimension 
of U2(y + v) is n > 5. Since Z has no L-summand of type I2, U\(v + v) ^ {0}. By (30) 
and (32), P{ (v + v) = P{ (v + v)2 = Pl (v + v)(P, (v)P0(v) + P0(v)Pi (v) = Pi (v + v)P{ (v)[I -
Pi(v) - Po(v)] + Pi(v + v)P,(v)[/ - Pi(v) - Po(v)] = P,(v + v)P,(v) + Pi(v + v)Pi(v). 
Therefore, 

t/i(v + v) = f/i(v + v)n(/i(v) + î/i(v + v)n[/i(v). 

Using the fact that there is a symmetry of Z exchanging v and v, we have that both terms 
in this decomposition are non-zero. 
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Now choose wi, u\ such that (v, «i, v, îi\) is an odd quadrangle in the spin factor 
Ui(v + v). Since Uo(u\ + u\) Pi U\(v) = {0} and u\ + û\ E U\(v), the joint Peirce 
decomposition of u\ + û\ in £/i(v) is 

£/i(v) = £/2(«i + "bZKv)) + t /^m + ûi,Zi(v)). 

The first term is a spin factor (since it is the Peirce 1-space of the minimal tripotent v in 
the spin factor U2(u\ + û\)) and is of dimension n — 2 by (29). The second term equals 
U\(v + v) H U\(v) ^ {0} so that U\(y) is not of type h. Since Zi(v) has rank at most 2, it 
has no L-summand of type h, proving the first statement. 

If the spin degree was odd for some SFS space with no L-summand of type h, then by 
repeated use of the first statement, there would be an SFS space satisfying Assumption 4.3 
of spin degree 3 with no L-summand of type h. By Corollary 4.13 and Proposition 4.8, 
this space is isomorphic to ^(C) , and is hence of type h, a contradiction. • 

The following Lemma will be needed in Section 7. 

LEMMA 4.21. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. Let wi,.. .,unbe mutually colinear min
imal geometric tripotents, each pair of which lies in some geometric quadrangle. Then 
each geometric tripotent w in the linear span of u\,.. ,,un is a minimal geometric 
tripotent. 

PROOF. We shall show by induction that if x = Y1J=\XJUJ (1 < k < n), then there 
exist an isometry Tk and À̂  G C such that Tkx = Xku\ and TkUj = ±w7 for j > k. For 
k = 1, there is nothing to prove, so let x = Y%=\ XjUj = x' + xk+\ uk+\ and choose Tk and 
Xk such that Tkx' = A^i and TkUj = ±Uj for y > k. Then Tkx - \ku\ ± xk+\uk+\ and 
since u\ and uk+\ belong to a geometric quadrangle, there exists a symmetry Sw such that 
S^Tk x = \k+{U\ for some A*+i G C and S^Uj = —Uj for j = 2 , . . . , n. Let Tk+[ := SwTk. 
Then Tk+\x = Xk+\ u\ and for j > k + 1, Tk+\Uj = ±S„Uj = ±Uj. m 

5. The type 1 case. In this section we consider facially symmetric spaces of spin 
degree 4. We will show that, under suitable hypotheses, such a space is isometric to a 
neutral strongly facially symmetric space containing the predual of a Cartan factor of 
type 1 as an L-summand. 

For a minimal geometric tripotent v, we shall show first that U\ (v) is the orthogonal 
direct sum of two Hilbert spaces. By choosing orthonormal bases in these Hilbert spaces 
and completing a family of geometric prequadrangles, we obtain a family of geometric 
tripotents which we show is a (geometric) rectangular grid. Finally, we show that the 
natural map from the span of the dual of this grid to the span of the dual of a concrete 
rectangular grid is isometric so extends to an isometry of the norm closed span onto the 
predual of a Cartan factor of type 1. 

ASSUMPTION 5.1. Z is an atomic neutral strongly facially symmetric space of spin 
degree 4 which satisfies FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Thus, there is a geometric quadrangle 
(v, MI, v, u\) canonically isomorphic to Af2(C) such that Uiiv + v) = spc{v, wi, v, li\}. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let Z satisfy Assumption 5.1. Then U\(v) is the direct sum of two orthogo
nal Hilbertspaces H\ and 9{2. More precisely, U\(y) = [Uo(û\)nUi(v)]+[Uo(u\)nU\(v)], 
and the summands are orthogonal facially symmetric spaces of rank 1 which are isomet
ric to Hilbert spaces. 

PROOF. Since U2(y + v) = U2(u\ + ux) = U2(ui) + U2{û\) + [U\(u\) H U\(ù\)] has 
dimension 4 and 

Ui(v) H Ui(y) = U2(y + v) H t/j(v) 

= [U2(ui)^u2(ûi) + Ui(ui)nui(ûl)]nui(v) 
= [u2(ui) n t/i(v)] + [u2(jûù n t/!(v)] + [Ui(ui) n t/iC«0 n t/i(v)], 

we have U\(u{) D Ui(û{) H U\(y) = {0}. 
Since U0(v + v) H £/i(v) = [t/0(v) H (70(v)] n Ui(v) = {0}, we have by (29) and (30) 

£/i(v) = [U2(ui + ao n u{(v)] + [i/i(m + ao n ^(v)] + {0} 
= [u2(ui)n t/i(v)] + [t/2(ai) n t/i(v)] + {0} + 

[^i(iii)nt/o(ûi)n£/i(v)] + [£/i(ai)rit/o(Mi)nt/i(v)] 
= Cui + [t/i(w0 n c/0(ai) n *7i(v)] + cai + [Ux(ux) n t/0(«i) n £/i(v)] 

= U0(Mi) H t/i(v) + C/0(«i) n t/!(v) := #i + #2, 

where, for example, 

(44) 

rti = Uo(ùi)nul(v) = Cui+[Ui(ui)nUo&i)nUi^^^^ 

Since wi o ù\, in order to show that the summands are orthogonal, it suffices to show 
eoe' where e G U\{u\)nUo(û\)nU\{v) ma e' G U\(u\)nUo(u\)PiU\(v) are geometric 
tripotents. Since e h v would imply £/oW H U\(v) = {0}, we must have eTv so e and 
similarly e' are minimal geometric tripotents. Thus P2(e)ef is a multiple of e and since 
e, u\ are compatible, 

(45) P2(e)e' = Pi(Ki)P2(*y = fttoJMwi)*' = P 2 (^ i (wi )P 0 (« iy = 0. 

On the other hand, let S be the symmetry S^, which exists by completion (by 
Lemma 4.15) of the geometric prequadrangle (e, v, u\) to the geometric quadrangle 
{e1 v, «i, vr) and "side by side" glueing (by Lemma 4.18) of (u\, v, «i, v) and (e, v, «i, v'). 
By (44), we have 0<\ - S*{tH\ ) = [U2(e)+U\ (e)]nU\ (v). Therefore, since e is compatible 
with v, Pi {e)ef G Ui(v)HUi(e) C ^ i C £/2(i*i) +t/i(wi), so 

(46) ?x{e)e' = (P2(Wl) + P1( i/1))P1(^y = Px{e){P2{ux)^Px{ux)\P^ux)e' = 0. 

From (45) and (46), we have e o e'. Thus tt\ o H2 and each is of rank 1, hence a Hilbert 
space by [16, Corollary 2.11]. • 
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CONSTRUCTION 5.3. Let Zsatisfy Assumption 5.1. Define u\\ = v and by Lemma 5.2, 
let {u\j : j G J} be any orthonormal basis, including u\, of the Hilbert space Uo(û\) D 
U\(y), where J is an index set not containing 1. Similarly, let {un : / G /} be any 
orthonormal basis, including û\, of the Hilbert space Uo(u\) H U\ (v), where / is an index 
set not containing 1. Note that u\jTu\\ for j ^ 1 since u\ Tv and u\,u\j can be exchanged 
by a symmetry sending v to —v, namely S ^ . Thus for (/, j) G / x 7, by Lemma 4.15, 

there exist Uy such that 

(47) (uu,u\j,Uij,Uii) 

is a geometric quadrangle. 

REMARK 5.4. Let Zsatisfy Assumption5.1 and let {utj} be given by Construction5.3. 
For fixed p G /U {1}, {%};GAJ{I} *S a maximal family of mutually colinear geometric 
tripotents. Similarly, for fixed q G 7U{1}, {w^}/G/u{i} *s a maximal family of mutually 
colinear geometric tripotents. 

PROOF. Let S = Suu+Upl. By Corollary 4.16, for y ^ 1, S*u\j = —%•. Since isometries 

preserve colinearity, the first statement follows. Similar proof holds for the second 

statement. • 

LEMMA 5.5. Let Z satisfy Assumption 5.1 and let {uy} be given by Construction 5.3. 

Then with S = We***{uyheiu{\}jau{\}> 

u = s®toos>. 

The family {«//} is norm total in 5*, the predual of S, and Z = J>* 0^ (5*)°. 

PROOF. By the proof of Remark 5.4, for (/, j) G / x 7, U\(u\j) C S and £/I(M,-I) C 5. 
Moreover, 

Uo(uu) = U2(uij)nUo(un) + Ui(uij)nUo(un) + Uo(u\j)nUo(uu) 

C 5+£/o(Miy)n£/o(mi) 

= 5 + f/o(Mi;) n t/0(«ii) n t/i(wii) + t/o(«u) n Uo(uu) n £/0(w/i) 

c 5 + f/o(«ij)nt/o(Mii)nt/o(M/i). 

Thus, for finite sets A C /, B C / 

£/ = 5+£/o(nii)n p | [(/o(«y)nî/o(Mn)]. 

Let QAiB = Po(wii)*n;Gfi^o(wi7)*n,G4^o(w/i)*. The net QA$ converges strongly to a 
contractive projection Q with range V := Uo(u\\) Pi [f|/Gy ^o(wiy)] H [f|/G/ ^o("/i)]- Thus 
£/ = 5 + V, and these last two summands are orthogonal. To prove the orthogonality it 
suffices to show that zoupq for each (p,q) G IxJ and each z in the intersection. For such z, 
we havezOMpi andzou\q and since (up\ +u\q) V- upq, we have upq G U2(up\ +u\q) and z G 
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Uo(upi)nUo(uiq) = UQ(UP\ +u\q), i.e., zoupq. Since {uih uu, wiy, w//}° = {w/i, «n , Miy}0, 

we have V = 5°. 

The proof of the second statement is exactly like the proof of the corresponding 

statement in Proposition 3.12. • 

DEFINITION 5.6. A geometric rectangular grid is a family of minimal geometric 

tripotents { I ^ J ^ G P X S such that 

{upsi uqs, uqn upr) is a geometric quadrangle 

whenever p,q G P, s,r G S satisfy p ^ q and r^s. 

PROPOSITION 5.7. Let Z satisfy Assumption 5.1 and let {u^} be given by Construc

tion 5.3. Then {uij} is a geometric rectangular grid. 

PROOF. First apply Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadrangles 

(wii, MI/, uih un) and (un, uu, ujh UJ\) 

to obtain the geometric quadrangle («#, w;i, M/I, Uji). Schematically, 

Un Uil » u . un un 
w l l U\i = > 

Uj\ Uji 
Uji Uji J J 

Next apply Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadrangles 

(wii, «u, Ufa un) and (uXh uXk, ujk, ujX) 

to obtain the geometric quadrangle (uik, M;I, M/I, M^). Schematically, 

" i l M# fj „ 
ti/l Ufa 

"11 M U = » . 
Uj\ Ufa 

Uji Ujk
 J 

Then apply Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadrangles 

(M/I , Uji, Ujh Uii) and (M,-I , UJ\ , ujk, uik) 

to obtain the geometric quadrangle (M,/, «#, M^, M^). Schematically, 

M/l M// M/£ M// M# 

M/l My/ Myjt M// Ujk 

In the last application of Lemma 4.18 we used the fact that, by Remark 5.4, uuTuik. m 

DEFINITION 5.8. Let Z satisfy Assumption 5.1 and let {uy} be a geometric rectangular 

grid. The coordinates {xtj} C C of an element a G U are defined by 

Xij = (a,ùij), 

and the coordinates {xtj} C C of an element/ G Z are defined by 

Xij = {f1Uij). 
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Note that if/ is an extreme point of the unit ball of Z, with coordinates Xy, then 
vif) has coordinates Xy, and if v G M has coordinates jty, then v has coordinates Xy. 
Also, for arbitrary a £ S, a = weak*-limE^>Wy, and for arbitrary/ G Z , / = norm-
limE-XyW//. Note that, as in Definition 3.8, we are using the same notation, namely Xy 
for the coordinates of an a G U and for an / G Z. 

LEMMA 5.9. Let Z satisfy Assumption 5.1 and let {uy} be the geometric rectangular 
grid given by Construction 5.3. Then for each extreme point f of the unit ball o/5*, with 
coordinates Xy, we have 

(48) 

^2 \xij\ = 1 and det 
xij xik 

L xlj xlk J 
= O / 0 r i \ / E / U { l } , iJl\j,keJU{l}J?k. 

Conversely, if S is of finite rank, i.e., if one or both of the index sets I, J are finite, and if 

an element f G 5* with \\f\\ = 1 satisfies (48), thenf is an extreme point of the unit ball 

ofS*. 

PROOF. If / ^ / and j ^ k, then Uy o u^ so Uy + u^ is a geometric tripotent. By ERP, 
P2{uy + u^)f is a multiple of an extreme point of the unit ball of Z2(Uy + u^). Since 
M2(C) = U2(Uy + uik) = spjw/,, uik, Ufa uij) canonically, the determinant is 0. Also, 

1 = (A «(f)) = \Y^XiJàifLXiJUij) = E N ^ 

Conversely, suppose that S is of finite rank, say / = { 1 , . . .n}, le t / be an element of 
(5*)i of norm 1 satisfying (48) and let Xy be the coordinates of/ with respect to {"//}. 
Symbolically, we shall write 

X\\ X\2 • ' ' X\j • • • X\n 

X2\ X22 • • ' X2j "• X2n 

f = ': ': ! ! . 
xi\ xi2 ' ' ' xij ' ' ' xin 

There exist p, q such that xpq ^ 0. Let R\ = Su]]+Up] . The action of R\ on the (dual) 

geometric rectangular grid {ûy} is given by 

"11 "12 ' * ' U\q • ' • "in Up\ —Up2 ' ' ' ~Upq • • • ~Upn 

"21 "22 * ' ' "2<7 * * * "2n — " 2 1 "22 * ' ' "2<? ' * * "2n 

*,:':: ! : — > : : : : . 

Ûpl Ûp2 • • • Ûpq • • • Ûp„ Ml] — «12 - - • — «1<? • - - —«In 
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Let f\ = R\f have coordinates xL so that x\ ^ 0. With R2 = Suu+U]q it is clear 

that/2 •= Rif\ has coordinates xfj with x\x ^ 0 and/2 satisfies (48). We now apply 
Corollary 4.17 to the geometric quadrangle (u\ 1, u\n, uin, ua) and the element gt = x\x û\ \ + 
jtfnwi„ +xfnuin + A^û/i. We obtain a symmetry #3, independent of / such that 

^ 2 = 

^ 2 1 *22 ' " *2,/i-l 0 

-Xxf{ xf2 • • • x / > _ 1 0 

We note that R$f2 also satisfies (48), and we repeat this process a finite number of times 
to obtain an isometry T such that 

jcn 0 ••• 0 
x2\ 0 • •• 0 

r/= ; ; ;. 
xn 0 • • • 0 

This is an extreme point of the unit ball of Z, since it is a unit vector in the Hilbert space 
#2- It follows that/ = T~l(Tf) is an extreme point. • 

THEOREM 5.10. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space of spin degree 4 which satisfies 
FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Then Z has an L-summand which is linearly isometric to the 
predual of a Cartan factor oftype 1. In particular, ifZ is irreducible, then Z* is isometric 
to a Cartan factor of type 1. 

PROOF. Let {utj} be the geometric rectangular grid given by Construction 5.3 from 
an arbitrary geometric quadrangle. Let {vy } be the rectangular grid over the same index 
sets which is known to exist in a Cartan factor V of type 1. Then Y := V* satisfies 
Assumption 5.1 and {v/,} can be chosen to be the geometric rectangular grid obtained by 
Construction 5.3 from the quadrangle (vu, vi27 V22, v>2i). The correspondence wy \—-> vy 

extends to a linear map K of a norm dense subset of S onto a norm dense subset of Y. 
Suppose first that the space S is of finite rank. Then, by Lemma 5.9, extreme points 

are mapped to extreme points by /c, so K is contractive. By symmetry so is n~l. Therefore 
K is isometric, proving the theorem in this case. 

Suppose now that S is of arbitrary dimension and infinite rank. In this case, any 
element (p in the span of the dual rectangular grid {&#} belongs to a finite dimensional 
subspace of the form sp{«y }/e4j'Gfi f° r suitable finite subsets A C /, B C J of the same 
finite cardinality. Since this subspace is of the form Z2(u\\ + • • • unn) and satisfies the four 
PSP's, it follows from the finite dimensional case just proved that ||/c(^)|| = || y>\\ • By the 
density of this span, the proof is completed. • 
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6. The type 2 case. In this section we consider facially symmetr ic spaces of spin 

degree 6. We will show that, under appropriate hypotheses, such a space is isometric to 

a neutral strongly facially symmetric space containing the predual of a Cartan factor of 

type 2 as an L-summand. 

For a suitable minimal geometric tripotent v, we shall show that U\(v) is a Cartan 

factor of type 1 and rank 2, and using a rectangular grid in U\(v), we construct a family 

of geometric tripotents which we show to be a geometric symplectic grid. Finally, we 

show that the natural map from the span of the dual of this grid to the span of the dual 

of a concrete symplectic grid is isometric so extends linearly to an isometry onto the 

predual of a Cartan factor of type 2. 

ASSUMPTION 6.1. Z is an atomic neutral strongly facially symmetric space of spin 
degree 6 which satisfies FE, STP, ERP, and JP, and v, v are a pair of orthogonal minimal 
geometric tripotents for which U2(v + v) is of dimension 6 and U\(y + v) ^ {0}. 

LEMMA 6.2. Let Z satisfy Assumption 6.1. Then U\(v) is isometric to a Cartan factor 
of type 1 and rank 2. 

PROOF. By Proposition 4.8, U\(v) has rank < 2, and by Proposition 4.20, v can be cho
sen such that Z\ (v) has spin degree 4. Let V2, V2, V3, V3 be chosen such that v, v, V2, V2, V3, V3 
is a spin grid for C/2(v + v). Since V2, V2, V3, V3 belong to U\(v) and their span is isometric 
to Af2(C), the space U\(v) is of rank 2. By Corollary 4.12, Remark 4.6, and Lemma 2.8, 
Z\ (v) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5.10. Thus U\ (v) has an M-summand isometric 
to a Cartan factor of type 1. This Cartan factor is of rank at least 2 since it contains a 
geometric quadrangle. Therefore the above mentioned M-summand coincides with U\ (v) 
and the lemma follows. • 

CONSTRUCTION 6.3. Let Z satisfy Assumption 6.1 and define «12 = v. Using 
Lemma 6.2, let {uy, u^j : j € ) } be a (geometric) rectangular grid for U\(v), where 
/ is an index set not containing 1 or 2. Let Uj\ := — uy and up := — U2j for j G J. For 
/, j G / , / ytj, apply Lemma 4.15 to M/2, M12, uy to obtain Wy such that 

( 4 9 ) (W/2, «12, Mly, Uij) 

is a geometr ic quadrangle. 

Schematically, 

Wl2 U\j 
Ui2 (= -U2i) Uij. 

Note that, since (—«2/, «12, «1/, Uij) is a (geometric) quadrangle, («20 «12, «i7, My) is an 

odd (geometric) quadrangle . The odd quadrangles (which are obtained from quadrangles 

by a single sign change) are the appropriate bui lding blocks for spin factors (cfi [8, 

Corollary, p . 313]) . Note also that {u\j}jej and {u2j}jej are each an or thonormal basis 

for a Hilbert space, by wel l -known properties of Cartan factors of type 1 and rank 2. 
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DEFINITION 6.4. A geometric symplectic grid is a family of minimal geometric tripo-

tents {uij}ijejtfj, where / = {1,2} U7 and J does not contain 1 or 2, such that U[j = —Uji 

for all Ï, j ÇLJ and 

(w7/, uih uikl Ujk) is a geometric quadrangle 

whenever i, j , &, / are all distinct. 

Note that if some pair of indices are equal, then either one of upq is not defined, being 

of the form upp, or the elements coincide in pairs. 

In the following proposition we shall use the fact that for a spin grid u\, u\ ; u^, Ïï2\ • • •, 

(w/, Uj, ûi, —ûj) is a quadrangle for i ^j ([8, Corollary, p. 313]). 

PROPOSITION 6.5. Let Z satisfy Assumption 6.1 and let {uy} be given by Construc

tion 6.3. Then {u^} is a geometric symplectic grid. 

PROOF. We first show that whenever /, y, /:, / are all distinct, 

(50) («;/, Ufa Ujk, Uji) is a geometric quadrangle. 

First apply Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadrangles 

(«12, uu, uih un) and (u{2, uXh ujh uj2) 

to obtain the geometric quadrangle (uu, un, w/2? «//)• Schematically, 

«12 

un 
Uj2 

U\i 

Uu 
Uji 

=> 
un un 
Uj2 Uji 

Next apply Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadrangles 

(wi2, Mu, w,*, w/2) and (w12, wu , «#, wj2) 

to obtain the geometric quadrangle (Ufa un, w/2, «,*)• Schematically, 

U\2 U\k 

un Ufc 
Uj2 Ujk 

^ un uik 
Uj2 Ujk 

Note that unJufa To see this, let S := " 1 2 1 | " . Since UikTun we have SuikT(—uu). 

But w# o W12 and M# O W^, so Sw# = w#. Hence we may again apply Lemma 4.18 to the 

geometric quadrangles 

(uih ui2, Uj2, Uji) and (uikj un, up, ujk) 

to obtain the geometric quadrangle (UJI, uih Ufa ujk). This proves (50). Schematically, 

un un uik un uik 

Uj2 Uji Ujk Uji Ujk 
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We next show that Uy = —Ujt for /, j G J. By Corollary 2.7, £/2(WI/+M/2) = UiiMn + Uy) 
and thus 

U2(U\j + Ui2) = U2(U\2 + Uij) = Cu\2 + CUij+U\(Ui2)r\U\(Uij) 

C Cwi2 + Ca,y + U\(U\2) D t/2("l; + "i2) C ^ ( " l ; + W/2), 

so equality holds. 
By [11, Remark 1.1] there is an isometry of U\(u\2) which is a finite product of 

symmetries and scalar multiplications, taking w13 into uy and 1124 into «2/ respectively 
(for details of this, see step 2 of the proof of Lemma 6.9). Therefore, U2(uy + «2/) has 
dimension 6 and hence £/i(wi2) H U2(uy + M/2) is four dimensional. Since U\(u\2) is 
spanned by the rectangular grid {u\kl U2k '• k G J} , U\(u\2) D t/2(wi/ + w/2) is spanned by 
the elements of the geometric quadrangle (M2/7 wi/, "w, u2t)- Indeed, it obviously contains 
uy and U2u and by JP, U2(uy + «2/) D U\(juy) H U\(ut2) so it also contains wu and 
M2;. Since U2(uy + w/2) is isometric to a spin factor, with quadrangles corresponding to 
geometric quadrangles, we can apply [8, Lemma 1.8] to the pair of concrete quadrangles 
(see the diagram below) 

(112/, uy, wii, U2i) and (wi2,111/, -Wy, -w^) = ("12, "i/, -My, w2l), 

in which «2/T«i2, to obtain a geometric quadrangle («2/, "12, ww, —(—My))-

"12 

uy -f V- uu 

lYJI 
U2j\ / - l*2i 

~Uij 

On the other hand, by definition, Ujt is the completion of the geometric prequadrangle 
(w/2, W12, u\t). Thus («2/, M12, «1/, — «//) is a geometric quadrangle. Thus Wy = —w/;. m 

LEMMA 6.6. Let Z satisfy Assumption 6.1 and let {«(/} be the geometric symplectic 
grid given by Construction 6.3. Then with S = sp£eak {My}i,ye/,ï#> we bave 

The family {wy} is norm total in 5*, the predual of S, and Z = 5* 0^ (5*)°. 

PROOF. We first show that for p ^ 2, U\(u\p) C 5. Indeed, with Si := S«M2+«ip, 

S*(wi2) = wip andS|(wi/) = —wi/ for 7 ^ 2, j ^/?. Moreover, S\{u2k) = —ukp for k ^pby 
Corollary 4.16, and S\(u2P) = —U2P since U2PTu\p and U2pTu\2. 

Thus 

Ui(uip) = 5ÏC/i(iii2) = 5j(sp{wu, u2k}kej) = sp({uik}ke{2}uj\{p} u {M*p}*e;/)-
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Similarly, we use 52 := S«M2+% to show that U\(u2q) C 5. As in the proof of Lemma 5.5, 

we have, for any finite set B C J 

U = S+U0(u12)nf)Uo(ulj), 

and for any finite subset A a J 

U = S+Uo(ul2)n(f} Uoiuij)) H ( n Uo(u2i)). 

Let QAiB = PoiunT YljGB PoiuijT IlieA Po(u2i)*• The net QA,B converges strongly to a 
contractive projection Q with range V := UQ(U\2) H [flye/ ^o(wiy)] H [fl/ey ^o(«2/)L Thus 
U = 5 + V, and these last two summands are orthogonal. To prove this orthogonality 
it suffices to show that zoupq for eachp,q E J and each z G V. For such z, we have 
zou\p and zo u2q and since (u\p + w^) I- "/*?, we have z o upq. Since {w2/, W12, «iy, w//}° = 
{w2/, «i2? wiy}°> we have V = S°. 

The proof of the second statement is exactly like the proof of the corresponding 
statement in Proposition 3.12. • 

LEMMA 6.7. Let Z satisfy Assumption 6.1 and let {uy} be the geometric symplectic 
grid given by Construction 6.3. Then for each extreme point f of the unit ball ofS*, with 
coordinates xij - (/", Uy), we have E/,y \xij\2 = 1 and for distinct {/, j , k, /}, 

(51) xijxlk + xkjxil + xikxjl ~ 0. 

PROOF. By ERP, P2(uy + uik)f is a multiple of an extreme point of Z\. Since Uiiuy + 
ulk) = sp{«y, w#, w#, w/y, «y*, «//} is isometric to a spin factor, the determinant in that spin 
factor is zero (cf. [8, Proposition 3.3]). Since «//, «#; «#, —w/y; «//, —wy* is a spin grid for 
that spin factor, (51) holds. Also, 

i = {/", *•(/")) = \YlxiAjT,xijuij) = I ] N 2 -

In the proof of the following theorem, # z denotes the Hilbert space which is the 
completion of 5* with respect to the norm given by the symmetric sesquilinear form 
(• | •) defined in [16, Proposition 2.9]. By Lemma 6.6, this form is positive definite, and 
so Hz exists. 

THEOREM 6.8. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space of spin degree 6 which satisfies 
FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Then Z has an L-summand which is linearly isometric to the 
predual of a Cartan factor of type 2. In particular, ifZ is irreducible, then Z* is isometric 
to a Cartan factor of type 2. 
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PROOF. Let {uy} be the geometric symplectic grid given by Construction 6.3. Let 
{vtj} be the symplectic grid over the same index sets which is known to exist in a Cartan 
factor V of type 2. Then Y := V* also satisfies Assumption 6.1 and {vy} can be chosen 
to be the geometric symplectic grid given by Construction 6.3. The correspondence 
ùij i—> vtj extends to a linear map K of a dense subset of 5* onto a dense subset of Y and 
to a unitary map R of the Hilbert space "Hz onto 9{Y. 

We shall use the following lemma to complete the proof of the theorem. 

LEMMA 6.9. Iff is an extreme point of the unit ball ofS*, then k(f), which is a priori 
an element of HY, actually belongs to Y and is an extreme point of Y\. 

PROOF. Le t / be an extreme point of (5*)i and let Xy be the coordinates off with 
respect to {uy}. 

STEP 1. If xn = 0, then there exist/?, q such that xpq ^ 0. Let R\ = S^+y . As in the 

proof of Lemma 6.6 for S»i2+«iP, the action of R\ on the (dual) geometric symplectic grid 

{uy} is the following: 

R\Ui2 = —U2P R\û\j = -ùpj OV 2 ) R\Û2k = -hk (kjtp) 
R\ùij = ûy (ijïpj^p) Rlûpj = -ù\j Riùip = ùu. 

Since this amounts to a permutation with some changes of sign, it is clear that if we set 
T\ =Svi2+y, then 

(52) T\ o ft o Rx =fi on rtz. 

If/i := /?i/ has coordinates JCJ-, then JC}̂  ^ 0. With R2 

also clear that 

(53) 72 o « o R2 = K on y/z, 

and that/2 •= ^2/1 has coordinates JC? with JCJ2 7̂  0. 

If xn ^ 0, define f2 := / and JC?- := JC//. 

STEP 2. Let 

P\(un)fl -S\Uu+S2U2A 

be the spectral decomposition of P\(u\2)f2 in the rank 2 Cartan factor U\(u\2) of type 1. 
By [11, Remark 1.1], there is a geometric tripotent wi and a complex number Ai such 
that, withR3 := AiSWl, we have R\u\^ = #13. Let w24 = #3^24. Again choose a geometric 
tripotent w2 and complex number A2 such that, with R4 := \2SW2, we have R^u^ = W24. 
Note that /?J«i3 = A2W13. Let/4 := RAR^ and denote the coordinates of/4 by jd. Then 
**• = 0 for y > 4, JC^ = 0, and Xy = 0 for y > 5. 

= Sul2+Ulq, and T2 = 5vi2+vig, it is 
>/2 ^2 
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STEP 3. Since fa is an extreme point, by Lemma 6.7, for all 2 < i < y, j > 5, we 
have 

x\2xij + xj2xli + xljx2i ~ 0? 

which implies x» = 0 in this case. Thus 

r 4 4 4 4 
J4 =XnUi2 +Xl3U\3 +X24U24 + *34«34-

Let T3 and T4 be the symmetries on Y which are constructed in the same way as R3 
and R4. We shall show below that 

(54) T3oZoR3{f2) = iHf2), 

and 
(55) T4oKoR4(f3) = Pt(f3). 

We can now complete the proof of the lemma assuming (54) and (55). The element 
/c(/4) belongs to Yiiyn + V34), which is isometric to the predual of a (six dimensional) 
spin factor. Since its (spin) determinant is 0, «(/i) is extremal in Y2(v\2 + V34), and by 
neutrality, it is extremal in the unit ball of Y. By (52)-(55), R,(f) = TiTiT^iHf^) is 
extremal, completing the proof of the lemma under the assumptions (54) and (55). 

STEP 4. We return to the proofs of (54) and (55). We shall prove (54), the proof of 
(55) being similar. For this, consider a symmetry R = St, with t a minimal geometric 
tripotent of U\(u\2). For example, R = R3 or R = R4 above. The symmetry R has the 
following properties, for suitable scalars at0. 

• Run = —u\2 (since u\2^t) 
• For y ̂  2, RuXj = E/̂ 2,̂ 1,2 ocmùki (since R(Z\{u\2) = Zi(u\2)) 
• For y 11, Ru2j = E#2,*=i,2 aijkihi (since R(Z\(u\2) = Z\(u\2)) 
• For / > 3, j > 4, Rûij = £^3,/>4 otykfiki (since Uy o u\2 and u^ o S°). 

For i ^y, i ^ 2, j ' ^ 2, p := \(un+û\j+ûa+ûij) is an extreme point of Z\. Symbolically, 
if we write 

*12 -^13 ' * ' * 1 / ' ' ' 

*23 • ' * ^2/ * ' ' 

/ = : : : 
Xij 

then 
- 1 ociju - a2»i3 ' * ' ocijn - a2iu • • • 

ttl/23 — «2/23 * ' ' CC\j2l ~ #2/2/ ' ' ' 

«i/34 

2*(p) = : : : : : . 

OCijhl 
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From Lemma 6.7, for i > 3, j > 4, we have 

( - l ) t t y* / + («1/2* - <X2Qk)(0CljU - 0C2i\l) + («1/1* ~ <*2/u)(<*l/2/ - «2/2/) = 0, 

(56) aw = (a1;-2jt - a2/2L)(a1;1, - otliU) + (a1 ; U - a2/u)(a1)2 / - a2;2/). 

The element s in Vi(vi2) with the same coordinates (obvious définition) with respect 
to vtj as t has with respect to Uy determines a symmetry T (for example T = T3 or T = 74 
above) on F and numbers /3y# which satisfy 

(57) /%/ = (/3lj2jk - /32t2k)(J3ijii - Pmi) + (/fyi* - PmkWijzi - Pmi)-

Since « is an isometry of the Cartan factor £/i("i2) of type 1 onto the Cartan factor 
Vi(vi2) of type 1, 
(58) apqrs = ppqrs whenever r G {1,2}. 

From (58), (56) and (57) it follows that 

(59) aijkl = pm for all 1, y, k, I. 

We now prove (54), which is to say 

(60) (r3^3(/2),v i y) = ( / 2 7 ^) . 

We have, with R = R3 and T = T3, 

(61) ^3(/2) = IZfc4ay*'r« 
i t , / v i,y y 

and 

(62) r3«(f2) = ^(E4%) = E ( E 4 ^ / ) ^ / -

By (59), (61) and (62), we have (60), and hence (54). The proof of (55) uses R = R4, T = 
T4. This completes the proof of the lemma. • 

We now complete the proof of the theorem. Suppose first that the space S is finite 
dimensional. Then since extreme points are mapped to extreme points by K, by finite 
dimensionality, K is contractive. By symmetry so is K~X . Therefore K is isometric, proving 
the theorem. 

Suppose now that S is of arbitrary dimension. Since any element <p in the span of ûy 
belongs to a neutral SFS subspace of the form £/2(wi2 + • • • + w2n-i,2«), and since by the 
neutrality of P2(wi2 + • • • + «2n-i,2n)>tne PSP's are satisfied in Z2(wj2 + • • • + «2n-i,2n)> by 
the finite dimensional case just proved ||«(^)|| = \\<p\\- By the density of this span, the 
proof is completed. • 
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7. The type 5 and 6 cases. In this section we consider facially symmetric spaces of 
spin degree 8 (resp. 10). We will show that, under the usual hypotheses, the dual of such 
a space has an M-summand which is isometric to a Cartan factor of type 5 (resp. 6). In §8 
we shall see that there are no neutral strongly facially symmetric spaces of spin degree 
greater than 10 which have no L-summands of type h, thereby enabling the completion 
of the classification of atomic facially symmetric spaces. 

7.1. The type 5 case. In this subsection, we shall prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 7.1. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space which satisfies FE, STP, ERP, 
and JP, and let v, v be orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents in U := Z* such that 
the dimension of Uiiy + v) is 8 and U\{v + v) / {0}. Then there is an L-summand ofZ 
which is isometric to the predual of a Cartan factor of type 5, i.e., the 16 dimensional 
JBW* -triple of I by 2 matrices over the Octonions. In particular, ifZ is irreducible, then 
Z* is isometric to the Cartan factor of type 5. 

PROOF. By Proposition 4.20, v can be chosen in such a way that U\{v) is of spin 
degree 6 and is not of type fa. Thus, by Theorem 6.8, U\ (v) has an M-summand S which 
is isometric to a Cartan factor of type 2. Because U\ (v) has rank at most 2 and S contains 
a geometric quadrangle, U\ (v) is a Cartan factor of type 2 and rank 2. Since U\ (v) is not 
of type I2, it must be isometric to As(C), the JBW*-triple of all 5 by 5 anti-symmetric 
complex matrices. Let O = {1,2,3,4,5} and {uij}i#,i,je<s> be a symplectic grid for U\{v). 
For each m G O, there is, by Lemma 4.15, a unique minimal geometric tripotent vm such 
that, with O = {m, /, j , &, /} , 

(63) v, v m ; U(j, Ufa', Ujk, un\ Ufa Uji, 

is, up to signs, a spin grid for Uiiuy + w#)-

PROPOSITION 7.2. For each m G O, the following is, up to signs, a spin grid: 

(64) Vi,Uim\ VhUjm\ Vk,Ukm\ VhU{m. 

PROOF. This follows from an application of Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadran
gles (v, uik, —vy, uim) and (v, uih v,-, ujm). Schematically, 

- V / Ulk V/ 

• 

We remark that the linear span of each of the spin grids (63) and (64) is an 8-
dimensional complex spin factor and is therefore isometric with the Cayley algebra, or 
Octonions, in the spectral norm {cf. [17]). 

Note that since the four digits occurring in a geometric quadrangle are distinct, each 
quadrangle from the symplectic grid {u^} is determined uniquely, up to equivalence {i.e., 
having the same span) by an index m G O. 
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LEMMA 7.3. U = S 0£°° 5°, where S is the linear span of {wy}/je<iuy; U 
{ v , V i , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 , V 5 } . 

Schematically, we can depict this basis as 

y 

U{2 Wl3 U\4 Wi5 

W23 ^24 "25 

W34 "35 

"45 

Vl V2 V3 V4 V5 

PROOF. Suppose we have shown 

(65) Ux (uki) C S for all M G O. 

By the mutual compatibility of the family {wy}, 

t/ = 5+t /o(v)n[ fi Uo(uu) 

and these two summands are orthogonal. 
To show the orthogonality let z G S and y G Uo(v) P) [f\/ Ww*/)]. If z = My or v, then 

zoy is trivially true. If z = vm,thenz G ^(utj+uu) and y G £/o(Wy)n£/o(w*/) = Uoiuy+uu), 
proving the orthogonality. 

To prove (65), note first that since v and uki belong to a spin grid, the symmetry 
S := SV-H^ exists. Since 5*v = ukh it suffices to prove that S*U\(v) C 5. For this it is 

enough to show S*Wy G S. 

CASE 1. {1, 7} n {&, /} = 0; then, by Corollary 4.16, 5*w,y = -v m G 5. 

CASE 2. {/, 7} Pi {k, 1} = {k}, say i = k\ then ukjTuki and M^TV SO that (^^)Tw^7 

and thus S*ujg = —ujg G S. 

CASE 3. {/, 7} n {£, /} = {&, /} ; then 5*ww = v G 5. 
Finally, since {v, My, w ,̂ vm}° = {v, Wy, ^/}°, we have U = S ®£°° 5°. • 

LEMMA 7.4. For each extreme point/ of the unit ball of 5^ with coordinates 

*o, xm (1 < m < 5), xtj (/, 7 G O, i 5^7), 

L£., 

we have 

5 

/ = X) X<A-+X0V + J2 xjvji 
U 7=1 

(66) E N 2 + E k i 2 = i 
7=0 1,7 
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and for each m G O, writing O = {m, /, 7, fc, /}, 

(67) xo^m + tijikXijXik + CjkiiXjkXu + eikjiXtkXji = 0 

a n d 
(68) X;X;m + CjmXjXjm + ekmxkxhn + elmxlxlm = 0? 

where the epq andtpqrs belong to {—1, 1}. 

PROOF. By ERP, P2(w(/ + w&)/ is a multiple of an extreme point of Zi. Since ^(w/, + 
w&/) = sp{v, vm, My, w,£, ww, My/, Ujk, «//} is isometric to a spin factor, the (spin) determinant 
of Piiuij + w#)/ in the dual of that spin factor is zero, so (67) holds. Similarly, using 
Piivi+Uim) and Proposition 7.2 leads to (68). The formula (66) follows from 1 = (/", 7r(/")). 
• 

Since a Cartan factor of type 5 is the dual of a neutral strongly facially symmetric 
space satisfying the same assumptions as 5*, to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove 
the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 7.5. If 7! is another space satisfying the same assumptions as 5* and if 
{uij}ije<t>,i¥J U iv> v i ' y2' y3> v4, v5} and Wjj}ije<ï>tfj U W, v[, v'2, v'3, v'A, v'5] are the corre
sponding generating sets for S and U' {constructed in the first paragraph of the proof of 
Theorem 7.1), then the map K: 5* —•» Z' taking ùy onto û» (i, j G O, i ^j), v onto v', and 
vm onto v'm(\ <m<5) extends to a linear isometry ofS* onto Z'. 

Not surprisingly, this will be accomplished with the help of the following lemma. 

LEMMA 7.6. Iff is an extreme point o/(5*)i> then n(f) is an extreme point ofY\. 

PROOF. Let XQ, Jtm, Xy be the coordinates off. Symbolically, we shall write 

XQ 

x\2 x\3 x\4 x\5 

X23
 x24 *25 

*34 *35 

*45 

X\ X2 XT, X4 X5 

Suppose first that P\(v)f = 0. Then either/ = JCOV o r / = EL*/V/. In the first 
case, /c(/) = XQV' is extreme. In the second case, since v i , . . . , % are mutually colin-
ear (for example, apply Lemma 4.18 to the geometric quadrangles (v, «45, vi, «23) and 
(v, W45, V2, W13) to obtain (vi, W23, «13, vi) in which vi Tv2) and span the facially symmetric 
space Zo(v), this space is a Hilbert space and n(f ) is an extreme point of the Hilbert space 
ZQ(V') spanned by the colinear family v[,..., vf

5. By neutrality, n(f) is extreme in Z!. 
In what follows we may thus assume that P\ (y)f ^ 0. Let 

P\(y)f - s\û\2 + S2Û34 

be the spectral decomposition of P\(v)f in the predual of the rank 2 Cartan factor 
U\(v) = As(C). By [11, Remark 1.1], there is a geometric tripotent wi and a complex 
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number Ai such that, with R\ := AiSWl, we have R\uu-û\2, and R\j/34 = u'M say. Again 
choose a geometric tripotent W2 and a complex number A2 such that, with R2 := A2SW2, 
we have R\u'M = «34. Note that R^u^ = A2W12. We then have 

A-RiRif-
Xo 

xn 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
x34 0 

0 
*1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

/i = 
x0 

I12 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
x34 0 

0 
0 0 0 0 x5 

We shall use (68), and we may assume that xn ^ 0 (since 5*1 > £2 > 0). First, with m = 2, 
we get x\X\2 = 0, so jci = 0. Then, with m = 1, we get £2*21 = 0, so X2 = 0. Similarly, 
with m = 3 and 4, we get M = 0 = £3. 

We now have that 

(70) 

belongs to the spin factor Z^(y + V5), in fact to the span of a quadrangle (corresponding 
to the original (v, «12, V5, W34)). 

Let T\, T2 be the symmetries acting on Z' corresponding to R \, R2. We shall now show 
that 
(71) Tk o K oRk = K for k = 1,2. 

Indeed, let R = St with ? G C/i(v). Then Rv = —v and since vm o v, we have Rvm G 
sp{vi, . . . , V5}, say Rvm = EJLi ocmjVj. Obviously, RZ\{y) = Z\(v), so we have Rùy = 
T,ij octjkiUkh Since (v, u^ vm, w&) is a geometric quadrangle, p := 7?(v + ûy + vm + w )̂ is a 

scalar multiple of an extreme point. Now 

P = 
- 1 

«i/12 + «*/12 «//13 + a W i 3 « / / H + OCklU «Z/15 + «ife/15 

«//23 + a £/23 «i/24 + «it/24 «//25 + «£/25 

«*;34 + «it/34 «(/35 + «it/35 

«t/45 + «fe/45 

« m l «m2 «m3 «m4 «m5 

By (67) the numbers amj are expressed uniquely and universally in terms of the numbers 
otijM, i.e., if T denotes the corresponding symmetry acting on Zf and giving rise to 
numbers /?p/ and /3mj, then a^i = fiijki and amj = (3mj. It follows as in earlier sections, 
that Ton o R = K;. 

We can now complete the proof of the lemma. The element n{f\ ) belongs to Z'2(v'+ v'5) 
which is isometric to a spin factor. Since its (spin) determinant is 0, it is extremal in 
Z!2{y' + V5), and by neutrality, it is extremal in Z[. By (71), n(f) = T\T2^(f\) is extremal 
inZ;. 

This completes the proof of Lemma 7.6. The fact that/i lies in a geometric quadrangle 
(cf. (70)) leads to the following Corollary. 
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COROLLARY 7.7. Any two minimal tripotents in the Cartan factor of type 5 can be 
exchanged by at most three symmetries (in the sense of [11, Remark 1.1]). 

We now complete the proof of Proposition 7.5 and hence of Theorem 7.1. Since ex
treme points are mapped to extreme points by n, by finite dimensionality, K is contractive. 
By symmetry so is K~1. Therefore /c is isometric. • 

7.2. The type 6 case. In this subsection, we shall prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 7.8. Let Z be an atomic neutral SFS space of spin degree 10 which satisfies 
FE, STP, ERP, and JP, and has no L-summand of type h. Then Z contains an L-summand 
which is isometric to the predual of a Cartan factor of type 6, i.e., the 27 dimensional 
JBW* -triple of all 3 by 3 hermitian matrices over the Octonions. In particular, ifZ is 
irreducible, then Z* is isometric to the Cartan factor of type 6. 

PROOF. Let v and v be orthogonal minimal geometric tripotents such that the dimen
sion of [/2O + v) is 10 and U\(v + v) ^ {0}. By Proposition 4.20, v can be chosen in 
such a way that U\(v) is of spin degree 8 and has no L-summand of type h. Thus, by 
Theorem 7.1, U\ (v) has an M-summand S which is isometric to a Cartan factor of type 5. 
As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, U\ (v) = 5. Let us denote v by —wj and let {w ,̂ w,y, w+} 
for /, 7, m G O := {1, 2, 3,4,5} be a canonical grid for U\(v) (cf Lemma 7.3). 

Recall that by (63) and (64), for each m G O, we have the following two spin grids: 

(72) u0 , um\ utj, uki\ Ujk, un', uikl Uji, 

and 
yiJ) U^Uim, Uj,Ujm, U^^U^m, U^U^. 

All the elements of these spin grids are colinear to — UQ. Thus, for each of these spin 
grids, there is a unique element which together with — UQ and the spin grid forms a spin 
grid with 10 elements. Denote these two elements by u~ and uom. Schematically, we can 
depict this basis as 

- " 0 

ux 

«01 

u0 

«12 «13 «14 «15 

«23 «24 «25 

«34 «35 

«45 

u\ u\ u\ u\ u\ 
U2 Uj U^ Uj 

I 102 «03 «04 «05 

For later use we list here some relations between various pairs of elements in the 
above array. 

Applying "side by side" glueing to the geometric quadrangles 

~U+0 Ul a n d ~U+0 UiL 
umj «0m ujm «£ 
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yields the geometric quadrangle 
Uj Un 

WOm Uk 

Therefore 
(74) w0mTw^, uomTuj, u0mouih ujouï, UjTua. 

Applying "side by side" glueing to the geometric quadrangles 

u l Mo™ and
 u! uu 

Uu Uk Uu Um 

yields the geometric quadrangle 
WOm UQk 

Thus {MQ/? uj : 7 E O} is a spin grid of dimension 10. Let 5 be the span of the family 

(75) {ul, ul, Uij:0<k<5,0<i<j< 5}. 

We show next that S is an M-summand in U. Since obviously, S C #2(«5 + MF + Moi)> 
it suffices to prove that 
(76) £/i04 + wr + w0i) = {0}. 

The symmetry S*w with w = (—UQ + «23 + u[ + u^)/2 exchanges — wj with wf, leaves woi 
fixed, and maps the family (75) into multiples of elements of this family. From this it 
follows that U\(UQ) is mapped to U\{w[) and the geometric Peirce decomposition with 
respect to UQ + u[ + «oi is left invariant by S„. Since 

(77) f/i(wo) C S and I/i(i*o) H t/iC"o + WF + woi) = {0}, 

we obtain 

(78) t/i(wj") C S C Ï/2(MO + MF + Moi) and t/i(w]") n U\(uo + w7 + woi) = {0}. 

Similarly, we obtain 

(79) U\(uo\) CSC U2(UQ + MJ" + woi) and £/i(w0i) H U\(UQ + wf + w0i) = {0}. 

Thus (76) holds and it now follows that U - S + £/o(w$ + u[ + «oiX *•£•> ^ is an 
M-summand of U. 

DEFINITION 7.9. The coordinates 

4 ( 0 < m < 5 ) , * r ( 0 < / < 5 ) , ^ ( 0 < / < i < 5 ) , 

of/ G 5* are defined by 

5 5 

/ = E 4"m + YjXiÙi + E^A-
m=0 7=0 i,j 
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Since a Cartan factor of type 6 is the dual of a neutral strongly facially symmetric 

space satisfying the same assumptions as 5*, to prove the theorem, it suffices to prove 

the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 7.10. If Y is another space satisfying the same assumptions as Z and if 

{uk }o<£<5 U {M(/}O<K/<5> 

and 

ivk }o<£<5 U {Vij}o<i<j<5, 

are the corresponding generating sets for S and V(= Y*) (constructed in the first para

graph of the proof of Theorem 7.8), then the mapa: 5* —> Y taking u^ onto v^ (0 < k < 5) 

and ûij onto i)y (0 < i <j < 5) extends to a linear isometry of S* onto Y. 

This will be accomplished with the help of the following lemma. 

LEMMA 7.11. Iff is an extreme point of(S*)i, then n(f) is an extreme point of Y\. 

PROOF. Let x^, x^ be the coordinates of/. Symbolically, we shall write 

/ = 

X\2 *13 JC14 X\s 

*23 *24 -*25 

X34 *35 

*45 

xx x2 x3 x4 x5 

X0\ X02 *03 *04 -*05 

Suppose first that Pi (WQ)/-= 0- Then by extremality of/, it is either a multiple of ÛQ or 

in ZO(WQ), which as shown above is a 10 dimensional spin factor. Therefore «(/*) is either 

a multiple of the extreme point vj, or an extreme point of the 10 dimensional spin factor 

FOOQ), and by neutrality, an extreme point of Y\. 

In what follows, we may therefore assume that P\ («$)/ ^ 0. Let 

P\(Uç)f = S\ÛQ + S2Û\ 

be the spectral decomposition of Pi (wj)/ in the predual of the rank 2 Cartan factor U\ (wj) 

of type 5. By Corollary 7.7, there is a product R\ of at most three symmetries such that 

R*{UQ - ÛQ, and R\u\ = u'f say. Again choose a product R2 of at most three symmetries 

such that RXu\+ = ïïï. Note that Rtfa = fa. We then have v 2"l 2"0 

yo 
fl:=R2Rlf = 

% 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 
0 

v | 0 0 0 0 

y\ yi y?> ^ ys 
y0\ y 02 J03 ^04 y 05 
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The spin factor U2(UQ + uof) contains {uj', Uy : 0 < / < j < 5}. By ERP, the spin 
determinant of PI(UQ+uoùfi is zero. But this determinant is y^yoi, and since P\ (u^)/ ^ 0, 
by the spectral decomposition y^ = s\ ^ 0. Thus yot - 0 for each /. 

We next assume that VQ ^ 0. For m ^ 1, the spin determinant of /M^o + um)f\ m 

C/2(«o + um) is z e r o ' implying, since y+ = 0 that y~ = 0. We now have 

/ i = 
?0 

^0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 
0 

7Ï 0 0 0 0 
yr 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

which lies in a geometric quadrangle in a spin factor and the proof of the lemma is 
completed as in earlier cases. 

We now consider the case y$ = 0. We then have 

0 

/ l = 

y\ 

yo 

yï 
0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 
0 

y\ 0 0 0 0 
^3" yÂ y$ 

0 0 0 0 

If also y\ - 0, then since UQTU~ for m = 1 , . . . 5,7i(f\) lies in the linear span of a finite 
number of mutually colinear minimal geometric tripotents, each pair of which lies in 
some geometric quadrangle. Under these conditions, by Lemma 4.21,7r(/i) is a minimal 
geometric tripotent so that/i is an extreme point. 

So we may assume thatyj ^ 0. In this case, since the spin determinant ofP2(u\+u~)f\ 
is zero, we have y~ = 0 for m = 2 , . . . , 5. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.11. 

We now complete the proof of Proposition 7.10 and hence of Theorem 7.8. Since ex
treme points are mapped to extreme points by «, by finite dimensionality n is contractive. 
By symmetry so is K _ 1 . Therefore n is isometric. • 

8. Structure of atomic facially symmetric spaces. In this section we use the results 
of earlier sections to prove the main result of the paper, embodied in Theorems 8.2 and 
8.3. 

PROPOSITION 8.1. Let Z satisfy Assumption 4.3. Let vbea minimal geometric tripotent 
such that the rank ofZ\ (v) is one, and there is a geometric tripotent u G U\ (v) such that 
uTv. Then J(v) := Z2{v)+Z\ (v) is an L-summand ofZ containing v which is isometric to 
a Hilbert space. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 4.10, Z\(y) is isometric to a Hilbert space. Let {w/} be an or
thonormal basis of U\(v) containing u. Since u is a minimal geometric tripotent by 
Corollary 4.5, all ut are minimal geometric tripotents by the same corollary, and w/Tv 
for all /. 

To show that J(v) is a summand, assume first that Uo(v) D U\(ui) ̂  {0} for some /. 
If w is a geometric tripotent in £/0(v) Pi U\(ut), then by Proposition 4.4, (v + w) h w, 
and by Corollary 2.7, there is a geometric tripotent û G Uo(ut) Pi U\ (v), contradicting the 
assumption rankZi(v) = 1. Thus Zo(v) = Zo(v) DZoO/) for all / and this shows that J(y) 
is a summand. 

To show that J(v) is isometric to a Hilbert space, it is enough to prove that \[f + Ag|| = 
yT+JXp for vif) = v and any g G Z\ (v), \\g\\ = 1. Let {g} U {ga}aeA be an orthonormal 
basis for the Hilbert space Z\(v). Then Y := sp{/*,g} = f)aeAZi(ga) is a neutral SFS 
space by Lemma 1.2. This two dimensional facially symmetric space is of rank 1 since if 
it contained two orthogonal norm one elements if, ifi, we would have ext Y\ = {±<£, ±i/>} 
which does not contain/. As in Lemma 4.10, this implies that F is a Hilbert space. • 

THEOREM 8.2. Let Z be an atomic neutral strongly facially symmetric space satisfying 
FE, STP, ERP, and JP. For any minimal geometric tripotent v in U, there is an L-summand 
J(v) of Z isometric to the predual of a Cartan factor of one of the types 1 -6 such that 
v G /(v). 

PROOF. By Proposition 4.8, the rank of U\(y) is at most 2. If Ui(v) = {0}, then 
J(v) = Cv is an L-summand of Z. If the rank of U\ (v) is one, choose any geometric 
tripotent u in U\ (v). By Proposition 2.2, either uTv in which case the theorem follows 
by Proposition 8.1; or u h v, in which case the theorem follows from Corollary 4.13. 
Thus we may assume that the rank of U\ (v) is 2. 

Choose two orthogonal geometric tripotents u\,U2 in U\(v). By Proposition 4.4, 
wi, «2 are minimal and by Lemma 4.15 there is a v completing («i, v, ui) to a geometric 
quadrangle. If Zi (v + v) = {0}, then Z has an L-summand Zi(v + v) isometric to a Cartan 
factor of type 4 (by [16, Theorem 4.16]). Now, suppose that Z\(v + v) ^ {0}. Let m be 
the spin degree of Z and suppose first that m is finite. By Proposition 4.20, m is even. If 
m < 10, then the theorem follows from Theorems 5.10, 6.8, 7.1 and 7.8. If m is finite 
and greater than 10, then by several applications of Proposition 4.20 there would be an 
atomic neutral strongly facially symmetric space satisfying the PSP's and having spin 
degree 10 and rank 2. By Theorem 7.8 this space is isometric to a Cartan factor of type 6 
and therefore has rank 3, a contradiction. 

It remains to consider the case m = oo. Write v = u\, v = ïi\ and assume that Uiiy + v) 
is infinite dimensional with a spin grid of the form v, v; «2, ui\... ; u^ u^\ w7, w7,... , 
j G /, where J is an index set not containing any of the symbols 1,2, 3,4,5,6. For each 
je {2,3,4,5,6}U7, 

Û := Ux(v + v) = [Uiiuj) n Uoiuj)] + [Ui&j) H U0(uj)] 

= Po(uj)Û + P0(u
(;)Û = Pi(u(>)Û + Pl(u})Û, 
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where we are now using the notation w;° := Uj and uj := ûj. Then 

e:J-^{0,\}ljeJ J 

and 

u= e n^(«r€(;)) 
e:J^{0,\}lj£J 

u. 

Pick e0 such that n ;G/ Pi (njo(/))t/ ^ {0} and set W := Uja P\ (uf^U, which is an atomic 
neutral SFS space satisfying the four PSP's by the neutrality of Po("/)• Then W2O+v) is a 
twelve dimensional spin factor generated by v, v, W2, " 2 , . . . , W6? «6, and Wi(v + v) ^ {0}. 
Thus implies that W\(y) has spin degree 10 leading to a contradiction as in the first part 
of the proof. • 

THEOREM 8.3. Let Z be an atomic neutral strongly facially symmetric space satisfying 
FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Then Z = ©£ Ja where each Ja is isometric to the predual of a 
Cartan factor of one of the types 1-6. Thus Z* is isometric to an atomic JBW* -triple. If 
Z is irreducible, then Z* is isometric to a Cartan factor. 

PROOF. For each minimal geometric tripotent v we have Z = 7V ®£ 7^ where 7V is 
isometric to the predual of a Cartan factor. For vi and V2 minimal geometric tripotents, let 
Ji denote 7V(. Then either J\ = J2 oxJ\ o/2- To see this, suppose that J\ is the weak*-span 
of a grid {u^}. We may assume that each w7 is a minimal (geometric) tripotent. With 
ua = u'a + u"a G J2 + J2 we have that for each a, either ua G J2 or ua G J%. If some 
ua G 72 then 7i =72- Otherwise all ua G J\ and therefore 7i C J\ • 

Let A = ®ie/7i and N = f]ieI 7f, where {7/} are the distinct 7V arising from all minimal 
geometric tripotents. Then Z D A(Bl N. Let Pt be the projection on Z with range 7,. Then 
Ei Pi converges strongly and for y G / and/ G Z, P/(/ - E,- /V) = Pjf ~ E/ J^/V = 0 so 
that/ - Ei JV G N and Z = A ®£l TV. However, since Z is atomic, TV = {0}. • 

The following basic result in the theory of JBW*-triples was first proved in [11]: Let 
U be a JBW*-triple. Then there exist orthogonal weak*-closed ideals A and N such that 
U = A ©£°° N, A is an atomic JBW*-triple and N is a JEW*-triple with no minimal 
tripotents. 
Later, proofs were given in [9],[20], and [8]. 

This suggests the following problem, which in view of Theorem 8.3 reduces the 
complete structure of facially symmetric spaces to the "continuous" case. 

PROBLEM 1 (ATOMIC DECOMPOSITION). Let Z be a neutral strongly facially symmet
ric space satisfying FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Then Z = A®1 N where A* is isometric to 
an atomic JBW*-triple, N is a neutral SFS space whose unit ball has no extreme points. 

In the following problem, for Z = the predual of a JBW*-triple, the result was proved 
in [11, Proposition 5]. Although this problem would follow from the solution to the 
previous problem, a direct proof would provide a useful tool. 
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PROBLEM 2 (HILBERT BALL PROPERTY). Let Z be a neutral strongly facially symmet
ric space satisfying FE, STP, ERP, and JP. Then Z satisfies the Hilbert Ball Property, 
i.e., for any two extreme points/, g of the unit ball of Z, the smallest facially symmetric 
space containing/, g has dimension at most 4 and is isometric to the predual of one of 
the following spaces 

C, Afli2(C), C ® C , 52(C), M2(C). 

The following is the non-ordered analog of the main theorem of Alfsen-Shultz [4]. 
It is phrased in such a way that the existence of sufficiently many extreme points is 
insured. Since the bidual of a JB*-triple is a JBW*-triple, the converse is known to be 
true, so the solution to Problem 3 will provide a geometric characterization of the duals 
of JB*-triples. 

PROBLEM 3. Let Z be a Banach space with a predual. Then there exists a JB*-triple B 
such that B* = Z if and only if Z is a neutral strongly facially symmetric space satisfying 
FE, STP, ERP, and JP. 

PROBLEM 4. Let Z be a Banach space. Find necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that there exist a JBW*-triple U such that Z* = U. 

This last problem is the analog of Iochum-Shultz [18]. Its solution will require some 
new ideas because of the possible lack of any extreme points. 

We now give a review and a discussion of the appropriateness of the PSP's and other 
possible axioms. 

The most general condition on a linear space needed to obtain an algebraic structure 
based on geometric and physically significant axioms is facial linear complementation. 
Recall ([15, p. 109]) that a normed space Z is said to be facially linearly complemented, 
notation FLC, if the orthogonal complement F° of every norm exposed face F of the 
unit ball is a linear subspace of Z. From this axiom alone, the existence of a projective 
unit in Z* supporting a given element of Z can be proved ([15, Proposition 1.4]), thereby 
suggesting the existence of a polar decomposition in this setting. 

Now let Fx be a norm exposed face in a FLC space and let Y := Yp = span Fx ©
£ F°x. 

Ideas from [3, Proposition 1.2] suggest the following decomposition of U := Z* which 
can be called the geometric Peirce decomposition: U = £/2(F) + U\(F) + UQ{F), where 

• Ul(F) = Y± 

• U2(F) = spânweak*{w eil:FwC spmnormFx} 
• U0(F) = spànweak*{w G U : Fw C F°x}. 

The property WFS was introduced in [15, p. 111]. It was used, together with neutral
ity, to establish three properties: the correspondence between geometric tripotents and 
symmetric faces ([15, Proposition 1.6]), uniqueness of the symmetry corresponding to a 
symmetric face ([15, Theorem 2.4]), and compatibility of geometric tripotents, one of 
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which lies in a geometric Peirce space of the other ([15, Theorem 3.3]). We believe it 
should be possible to derive WFS from FLC and the geometric condition (akin to neutral
ity) asserting that the subspace span(Fx;) has unique Hahn-Banach extensions. Moreover, 
we believe that the faithfulness, uniqueness and minimality of the polar decomposition 
should be derivable from neutrality and WFS. 

We now discuss which axioms are needed at various steps of the classification, and 
which ones we believe to be redundant. For atomic spaces, the axioms STP and PE are 
needed in order to define the generalized Riesz map 7r, and thereby obtain a Hilbert space 
in the rank 1 case. To obtain the geometric characterization of spin factors, we found it 
necessary to introduce the axiom FE, which we believe should follow from PE in atomic 
spaces. We used FE mainly to show the existence of sufficiently many extreme points. 
Now FE is known to be true in the predual of a JBW*-triple ([10]), and in that category, 
atomic is equivalent to both the Krein-Milman and Radon-Nikodym properties ([7],[6]). 
This is the basis for our belief in the redundancy of FE. 

In order to obtain the characterization of the Cartan factor of type 3, it was necessary 
to introduce the axiom ERP, and in order to complete the classification, the axiom JP 
was needed. Although it is possible that ERP can be deduced from the other axioms, as 
suggested by [1], we are unsure of this, although we do believe it should be possible to 
remove the axiom JP. 
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